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Jntroduction 
The solving of traffic and highway problems often eludes the pres~ 
ent methods of research. There is no doubt that to~ar people haye the 
.\'ikills and techniques to build better highways and safer vehicles, but 
successful research depends on attitudes, concepts, and imagination and 
these have not kept pace with the ever~increasing comple~ities of high-
~ay transportation. Research, to be sue~essful, must proeeed through 
the successive steps of measurement, analysis, and interpretation. This 
is required in order to understand the status quo of a given transpor~ 
tation system. But understa.J:1ding the status quo of a system is not suf~ 
ficient for the planning phase of transportation research. Researchers 
are in the technological position of being able to implement almost any 
given transportation system. But the questions of which system is to be 
built to satisfy man's desire to travel and what effects will these 
faci.li ties have on man I s travel patte;rns have evaded identiHoat;ion by 
modern d.ay trani;;portation p.:J.anners. 
Statement of the Problem 
Transportation planning requires an acGurate estimation of travel 
demands. Accurate travel demand estimation requires knowledge of the 
factors which generate travel as well as tnose factors which impede 
travel flow. Present pla.nning models do not allow the traffic engineer 
to determine precise travel demand estimates on a regional intercity 
transportation network. 
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Considerable effort has been devoted to the study of the positive 
factors of trip generation and distribution tiut little is known of the 
negative side, Positive factors in travel demand are those factors 
which increase the number of trips generated and attracted by various 
origins and destinations, while the negative factors tend, to decrease 
trip interchanges. During the past decade, transportation modeling has 
been dominated l;:>y the following hypothesis: The interaction between any 
two populations can be expected to be directly related to their size; 
and since distance involves friction, inconvenience, and cost, such 
interaction can be expected to be inversely related to distcl.nce. 'l'his 
hypothesis leads to such conclusions as the numtier of trips between two 
places will be the same whether they are connected by a limited access 
freeway or separated by an impassible ravine. Little has been done to 
question this basic hypothesis or to attempt to relate the impeding 
factors of traffic flow to the physical characteristics of the trans~ 
portation syst~m~ This thesis will attempt to do both. 
Many researchers have concluded that a sufficient explanation of 
the negat:i.ve faotors involved in the travel phenomenon lies in distance. 
A few, however, have dared to specl.k out on the dangers of oversimpli~ 
fying traffio impeding factors. Greenshields (21) for onl;l has stated 
that 11 a fallacy to which. the trc1,ffic planner c+ings is that t:i.me of 
travel is the only important variable ta be considered," 
This thesis is concerned with the components of travel impedance 
and travel modeling. In particular it is concerned with the 
cha:racte;dstics of a given highway network an,d how th<;ise characteristics 
affect intercity travel. Sueh fc:1-ctor.s as acces, cont:rol, geomet;dc 
width, gradient, curvature, surface condition, are but just a few of 
the factors which will be of concern in this thesis. An intercity 
travel model based upon the concepts of linear graph theory is 
investigated. 
The approach used in this thesis involves the use of techniques of 
system analysis which were developed prim~rily for the analysis of 
electrical nei:jwork.s. However, during t):le past few year.s this funo.a-. 
mental approach of analysis has been applied usefully to many other 
areas, such as mechanical, hydraulic, and heat transfer sy,stems. 
Analysis of an intercity t~ansportation network also seems amenable to 
this technique, namely analysis by linear g:raph theory, 
A system, as the te:on is used here, refers to an orderly arrange~ 
ment of interrelated elements acting together to achieve a specific 
purpose. Thus, a system must have an avowed purpose, be free of extra-
neous or mathematically redundant pafts, and have elements or compp~ 
nents joined in an orderly fashion, Di,scussion in this thesis is 
limited to systems made up of co~ponents having only two te:riminals, 
although there i.s no limit on the number of te:rminals the components 
may have in general systems theory (17). The selection of the units 
that will ~erve as components depends first on what type of system is 
being analyzeQ (.i,.e., transportat~on, electrical, sewage treatment) and 
second, on the specific questions to be answered by the analysis of the 
system. For ex:am,ple, in a study of' traff.i.c flow the 9omponentE1 sel.ected 
for study in an intraurban setting would be quite different from those 
needed on the interurban scale. 
Linear graph theory is an orderly te~hnique for formulating the 
mathematical characteristics of a physical system. The principles of 
linear graph theory are stated briefly in Chapter III, A more detailed 
discussion of the subject is given in Mimeographed notes by Yarlagadda 
(61) and two of the prominent texts in the field (34~ (37), 
The essential steps for computation of a systems' characteristics 
are these: 
(t) To establish a mathematical description of the relevant 
physical characteristics of the system components ex~ 
pressed in terms of measurements, 
(2) To establish in mathematical form, and in tenns of 
measurements from a knowledge of the component charac~ 
teristics and their mode of interconnection, the char~ 
acteristics of the ~ystem; i,e., a mathematical model 
of t,he system. 
Components are described mathematically by relating two measurements of 
the components ;1..n "isolation'' from other components. 'l'he measurements 
must be sqch that one is a "through'' (or series) measurement, which 
when summed at each vertex of the system graph must equal zeiro, and tne 
other is an ''acroflls'' (or parallel) measurement, which when summed 
around each circuit of the system graph must equal ~ero. The relation-
sn.i,p between the 11 throu9h 11 and "ac:ro$srt measurements·· is e;xpress!;!d math ... 
ematically and call~d the terminal equation of each of the components. 
The details of how this information is incorporated to arrive at the 
system solution are given in Chapter lll, 
Particularly attention is given in the modeling to the character 
of travel impedance. An Ohm's law type relationship is hypothesized 
for each highway setment in the network~ l';i;-avel demand, the "ac:rosi;;" 
variable, acts analogous+Y ta potential difference in an electric c:i.r~ 
cuit, while traffic f:Low, the "throug;h.11 variable, is the counterpari;. o:( 
current flow in a passive element. 
A uni~ue travel impedance parameter is associated with each high~ 
way segment. This parameter, anal,ogous to re$istance in an electrie 
circuit, is related to both the physical characteristics of the highway 
segment and to travel cost along the segment. 
Significance of the Problem 
When one examines research conclusions in the a~ea of travel fore~ 
casting the need :t'or additional study of travel impedance becomes quite 
clear. Heanue and Pyers (25) state; 
Additional research is also needed to examine the impedance 
effect of physical or topographical features on travel. 
More insight into basic causes of the impedance is essen~ 
tial to the development of comprehensive techniques for 
projecting the impedance. 
Similar conclusions have been reached by others involved in the 
transportation planning process. Travel impedance effects have also 
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been felt in the trip generation process, The nlUllber of trips generated 
at any given node wil,l tend to increase as iti:; physical access:Lbility 
increases~ In trip distribution travel impedance effects the trip 
interchange proportions. 'l'raffic appears to assign itself in a minimum 
energy (minimum impedance) fashion between !llternative routes and mo¢tes. 
Thus, the area of travel ;impedaµqe is surely one WQrthy of i:lddi Mona! 
study~~ particularly when the method of analysis (linear graph theory) 
6 
offers the possibility of contributing some new ,im.d interesting concepts 
ta the traffic problem. 
Summary 
This ch~pter has provided an introdu~tion to the study of intereity 
travel and inqioated the particular problem of concern in tht$ thesis 
namely; the modeling of inter~ity travel impedance through linear graph 
analysis. Analysis by linear graph theoretic techniques h~s been shown 
to be useful in the modeling of electrical systems and the e~tension of 
these techniques to transportation flow analysis, seems a natural one. 
Particular attention will be given to the accurate repreaentation and 
significance of travel impedance for the route components in the ~ravel 
~ystem. 
CHAPTER I;[ 
:Rll;VIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
;[ntrod,uction 
This chapter describes and discusses ~revious research in trans-
portation planning. It will give a brief account of the traffic estima .. 
tion process and the models used to date to study the travel phenomena. 
The problem of traffic estimation can be loosely 4ivided into three 
parts, i.e., the problems of (1) trip generation, (2) trip distribution, 
and (J) traffic assignment~ Trip generation refers to the process of 
estimating the number of trips originating from a certain area; trip 
distribution refers to the way in which these trips are distributed over 
possible destinations; and traffic assignment refers to the way in which 
trips are a$signe<:l to alternative routes arid modes of travel. ;[n the 
discussion which follows special attention will be given to the way in 
which travel impedance has entered into the analysis of each phase of 
the transportation rilanning process. Also included will be a review of 
studies in traffic quality and the application of linear graph theory to 
socio-economic problems in general and transportation problems in 
particular. 
'rr;i.p Gene:ration 
Tne ultimate goal of trip generation analysis is to establish an 
adequate functional relationship between trip end-volume and the land 
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use and socio-economic characteristics of the units from which they 
originate or to wbich they are deetined. Research in this area is domi-
nated by the application of multiple regression techn~ques to relate the 
tr;ip end-volumes to variables in the study unit which may af';fect the 
generation or attraction capacity of the unit. Most research h,as Peen 
concerned with the urban setting with trips stratified by trip purpose. 
Varii;i.blei, found significant .in the urban transportation p;I.anning process 
have been classified into three ba~ic categoriesi demographic, economic, 
and land use. ixamples of demographi~ data used include total popula-
tion, school enrollment, and the number of household units in a particu~ 
lar zone. Economic data includes such items as total employment, median 
in~ome, automobile ownership, and retail sales. Specified activities in 
a zone and other selected categories of information are considered as 
elements of bas:i,c land U,j,e data. 
ln a study of intero:ity travel characteristics in Missouri by 
Hosford (28), it was determined that only a few factors need be con-
sidered to reasonably estimate t;r-i:i;> attraction factorf:ll fo;r- a given trip 
purpose, Hosford included the total population of~ zone, ~he number of 
car registratiqns, and the total number of males and females employed in 
determining zonal attraction indices. ror estimating personal business 
trips he included the urban population of the zone, the sum of school 
enro;I.lment, service employment, and retail trade employment while de-
leting the previously mentioned factors of total males and females 
employed in the zone, For social-recreational and vacation trips, he 
found that only toi;al population and a rating of parks, lak.es, and sea-
shores in the zone needed to be considered, For each trip purpose, 
Hosford employed a travel deterrance factor, which he called the "f" 
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factor, that was a linear function of travel time between any two 
zones. 
Studies PY :aasore, Mylorie, Bro~e, anc:l W'.\'liteside (4) (41) (9) (,58) 
have concluded that for the analysis of intercity travel demand only one 
generation variable need be considered. Basore concluded that the total 
personal income of a region is highly correlated with its trip gene~a~ 
t:1,on and attraction Ci'l,pacity. Mylorie, BroW<e, and Whiteside employ the 
total population of the ragion as its generation factor, The studies 
cited demonstrated good results when aggregate trips (trips not strati~ 
fied by trip purpose) are the desired result. ln each study the travel 
impedance function is related to distance only. 
Kassoff and Deutohman (;2) directed their attention to the conse~ 
quen9es associated with alternate approaches to the trip generation 
process. ln particular, their concern was whether data aggregated for 
ali trip purposes or disi'lggregated data yieldec;l better results. Their 
conclusions were that aggregi'lte data procedures were slightly inferior 
stat~stically to ap~roaches where the data were disaggregated by trip 
purpose. Their re~earch deiilt with the urban area, however, and it is 
questionable whether these r~~ults can be generalized to the laeger 
scale required for the aJ;J.alysis of intercity travel. 
When work tr~ps are analyzed in an urban setting, a more detailed 
breakdown of travel creation factors is re~uired than is the case for 
intercity trips for all purposes. 
lt ijhould also be pointed out that the desire for intercity travel 
at a level in excess of the actuality of the occurrence is believed to 
be au inherent factor in our society C,6)~ 
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Trip Distribution 
Trip distribution analysis is the process by which the trips 
derived in thE;J trip generation procesS\ are distributed between competing 
destination zones in the study area. Trip distribution.methods have l:>een 
I 
generally divided into two basic types: (1) growth factor techniques, 
and (2) mathematical travel methods. The basic philosophy underlying 
growth factor methods is that present travel patterns can be projected 
into the future on the basis of anticipated differential zonal growth 
rates, The mathematical travel formulas are expressions which distrib-
ute trips on the basis of vari01,1s assumptions on the 11 :fonn" of the trip 
distribution phenomena and on observations of the characteristics of the 
land-use pattern aud the transportation system. 
The following discussion will present the basic model theory and a 
discussion of the results obtained from the application of the three 
most widely used trip distribution procedures; (1) the Fratar Method, 
(2) the Intervening Opportunities Model, and (3) the Gravii;y Model. 
These model descriptions have been abstracted from two well-known 
sources on the subject (25) (55). 
The Fratar Method 
The Fratar Method is based on the assumption that the change in 
trips in an interchange is directly proportional to the change in trips 
in the origin and destination zones contributing to the interchange. It 
is an iterative procedure which transforms a base year trip table into a 
future year trip table by application of growth factors to each origin 
and destination zone. Thus, the fratar procedure expands existing 
travel patterns by considering growth in each portion of the study area 
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without any specific consideration of the transportation network. If 
changes in the travel impedance between zones were sufficient to bring 
about changes in travel patterns in the forecast year, the Fratar or any 
other growth factor technique would not reflect thisQ Another short-
coming of this method is that it does not allow for any origin or desti-
nation zones to enter or leave the system ~nder study. lf there were no 
trips between two zones in the base year, no amount of growth in either 
zone could produce trips in the forecast year. In general, the Fratar 
growth factor procedure expands trips correctly for stable areas but 
shows s:ignificarit weakness in areas undergoing land use changes. The,sE:i 
problem areas have caused most researchers to abandon the Fratar proce-
dure in favo~ of the mathematical travel formulas discussed ne~t. 
The Intervening OpJ?ortuni ties Model 
The intervening opportunities model utili~es a probability concept 
which in essence requires that a tr;i.p remain as short as possible, 
lengthening only as it fails to find an acceptable destination at lesser 
distance~ More precisely, the model state.s that the probability that a 
trip will terminate within some volume of destination points is equal to 
the probability that this volume contains an acceptable destination, 
times the probability that an acceptable destination closer to the 
origin of the trip has not been found. Mathematically this can be 
expressed as: 
where; 
T1 J = trips originating in zone i with destinations in zone j 
f 1 = trip origins in zone i 
~ = trip destinations considered before zone j (i.e., destina~ 
tions closer to zone i than zone j is to zone i) 
DJ = trip destinations in zone j 
L = probability per destination of the acceptability of the 
dest_ination at the zone under consideration; L is an 
empirically derived func"tion descrioing the rate of trip 
decay with increasing trip destinations and increasing 
trip length 
e = base of natural logarithms 
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Thus, spatial separation for the intervening opportunities model is 
measured in terms of tpe number of intervening opportunities as opposed 
to travel time, cost, or distance between z~nes used by the gravity 
model which will be discussed in the section which follows. 
The intervening opportunities model has found most wide acceptance 
in urban travel studies (52). lts application to intercity travel seems 
to be weakened by the difficulty encountered in determining the 11L11 
factors, and the usually greater inhomogeneity of destinations. 
The G~avity Model 
The grayity model is perhaps the most widely used and tested 
approach to the problem of trip distribution (~8). lt has been used in 
many forms but its most basic form resembles closely Newton's gravita-
tional law for masses. One of the simplest formulations of the 
gravity model may be expressed mathematically as follows, 
where: 
a0 P1: PJ 
d1 J a 
T1 J = the ~easure of traffic between zone i and j 
P1 ~ the population of zone i 
ac = a parameter to be estimated from data 
d1 / = distance between zone i and j squared 
:LJ 
Thus, the traffic between i and j is directly proportional to the prod-
uct of the two populations and inversely proportional tp the squ~re of 
the distance between them" The assumption that T1 j is directly propor-
tional to P1Pj may be justified in the following manner (49). Other 
things being equal, traffic is proportional to the number of possible 
pairwise interactions between members of the two population~. The 
num~er of possible pairwise interactions is clearly P 1PJ. The denomi-
nator in the gravity model expression given above is introduced on the 
grounds that the gravitational attraction between two nodes is attenu-
ated by some impedance factor, in this case expressed as a function of 
the distance between the two nodes. An intuitively satisfying justifi-
cation for the form of the denominator in the gravity model is suggested 
by Basore (4). If the region surrounding any origin node is considered 
to be homogeneous in its attraction characteristics, the number of 
possible destinations would be proportional to distance. Thus, the 
attraction of any one destination at a distanced from the origin would 
be inversely proportional to d. Therefore, the distance squared ter~ 
which appears in the denominator of the simple gravity e:icpression ~ay be 
considered proper in the idealized form of the model. 
The pasic form of the gravity model has been modified in many ways. 
In certain instances the numerator :factors have been weighted and/or 
raised to some appropriate exponent. Many examples exist where the 
attraction factor of one area is made up of many characteristics of the 
area~~ socio-economic, demographic, etc. (28) (62). All models which 
have the characteristics described above and in the equation given 
earlier may Qe called gravity models. Such models have often been em-
ployed to explain intraurban travel (55) and somewhat less often to 
explain interurban travel~ 
~he impedance factor found to be most significant when the gravity 
model is applied to urban areas is travel time. Generally, travel time 
is introduced into the model through the u:;;e of travel time factors. 
These factors are used to measure how important travel time is to the 
selection of a given destination. Trips are normally divided into cate-
gories by trip purpose and different travel time factors a.+e developed 
for each trip purpose. Travel time then takes the place of distance in 
the basic gravity model formulations and the travel time factor serves 
as the exponent of time (4:5). T;ravel, time factors have also been used 
in the analysis of intercity travel (28). 
When one examines the results of the application of the gravity 
model it is seen that in certain ca~es inaccurate trip predictions 
result. One common error in prediction res4lts when two zones are close 
to each other. In this case the model usually results in overprediction 
of interzonal t;rips. This would be expected by examination of the 
model. As the distance between any two zones approaches zero the esti-
mated trips between the zones becomes infinite. Inaccurate predictions 
from gravity models may be due to two basically different factors. 
First, gravity ,models may be fundamentally "wrong" for explaining 
inteX'Urban travel. Second, gravity models may never bave been imple~ 
mented properly. By this second statemen~, it is implied that the 
proper combination of variables may never have been employed~ Area~ 
sonably strong case may be made for either of the positions stated 
above, 
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Let us examine the first hypothesis in more detail with particular 
attention given to the role of city size in demand for intercity travel. 
The gravity formula would predict a propoTtional increase in inter~ 
city trips as the size of the cities under consideration increase. This 
is not borne out by observations, as is indicated by Figure 1, or 
supported by theory (5). 
Intercity travel enable~ individuals to satisfy their desires in 
areas other than the one in which they live. Opportunities to satisfy 
these desires increase with city size, since as city size increases so 
do~s the number and variety of goods available for consumption and the 
opportunities for entertainment~ Thus, it might be expected that as 
city size increases the amount of travel away from the city by residents 
decreases and the amount of travel to it by non-residents from smaller 
cities increases. This is essentially borne out br the relationship 
shown in the graph of Figure 1! as the population of a city increases 
the e:x:ternal trips per res:i,dent decrefise. This conclusion is of little 
solace to the urban traffic planner but is quite significant in the 
study of intercity travel. 
When the above conclusions, drawn from observations of data, are 
combined with the concepts of Cristallus Central Place Theory (53), the 
following statements above city size and intercity travel may be made; 
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(1) Most intercity travel gravitates toward the larger cities in a 
hierarchial manner as people attempt to satisfy their desires for goods 
and services; (2) The ability of a city to satisfy desires is indica~ 
tive of the attraction it possesses; (J) A city attracts trips from its 
trading area; (Li:) Since travel requ;tres time, money, and inconvenience 
it is assumed that a person would, in most cases, minimize these imped-
ing factors to travel. 
Thus, the travel between any two cities may be explained more 
readily by the differences in the two cities in both size and function, 
than by the product of their populations, total personal incomes, or 
a combination of such factors. 
Traffic Assignment 
Traffic assignment is the process of allocating a given set of 
trip interchanges to a specific transportation system. lt should be 
noted that the above definition includes not only the loading of a 
zone-to-zone trip table on a highway network but also the assignment of 
trips to competing nodes in the transportation system. Since the re-
search, reported on in this thesis iis concerned w:i.th the analysis of l;il,!l 
intercity highway network, a discussion of modal split analysis w:i.11 not 
be included nere. 
Traffic assignment models to date are based on the solution of the 
classic problem of determining the i:;hortest path through a maze (55). 
This is accomplished through the establishment of a set of minimum path 
trees. Travel is assigned to a network based on the minimum impedance 
path from origin to destination. l:n general this asi;;ignment is made on 
an ''all or nothing" basis. For example, in many studies the traffic 
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volume between two zones is assigned to the route with the shortest 
travel time and nothing is assigned to any of the many alternative 
routes. This "all or nothing" hypothesis hi the prime weakness of cur ... 
rent assignment techniques. A model which wil.l more realistically 
reflect the travelers route~choice decision is needed. 
Traffic Qua:j,ity 
Recognition of the importance of aesthetic factors in determining 
travel behavior has led several researchers to attempt to express quan-
titatively the effect of comfort and convenience factors on traffic 
flow. Greenshields was one of the first to derive a mathematical 
expression for 11quali ty of traffic flow" (21) (22) (2,3) o He postulated 
that highway travel is improved as the time and effort needed to travel 
on the network are reduced to a minimum. ln the li~it, the ultimate in 
transportation would be experienced if one could step into his vehicle, 
press a button, and immediately be. at his !iestination ........ no time re-
quired, and no effort needed to change direction or speed. Using the 
change of speed and dirE)ction as measures of quality, Greenshields has 
derived a dimensionless number which he asserts characterizes travel on 
a given route. He compares his traffic nu~ber with other numbers which 
characterize flow~- t~e Reyriolds nwnber for flow in pipes, and the 
Fronde number for flow in open channels, etc. Greenshield's traffic 
number correlates with, but does not measure directly, cost, comfort, 
and safety. 
:Michaels('=,,()) makes use of an att~tude scale to determine the 
priorities given by drivers to the factors which affect their route 
choice decisions. He concludes that alternative highway routes are 
1,9 
judged by the user in the following order: (1) tjme savings, (2) direct 
and indirect ope+ating cost savings, and (J) comfort and convenience 
savings, 
Riedesel and Cook (50) attempt to quantify the aesthetic, social, 
and economic effects of a proposed highway on the area it serves, and 
to relate these effects to cost and service considerations so that 
.rational, systematic comparisons of alternative routes can be made. 
Applications of Linear Graph Theory 
Mathematical models of physical systems based on models of the 
system components and their vattern of interconnection have been well 
established (J4). Many of the applications of the methodology of linear 
graph analysis to the study of socio-economic system problems can be 
attributed to Herman Koenig. He has demonstrated the application of 
this methodology in establishing discrete state models of nonprofit 
organizations. Problems of optimization in distribution logistics, 
production-inventory scheduling of the firm, and optimum geographical 
location of consumer oriented facilities have been approached through 
the analysis of linear graphs. Currently research is being conducted 
on ecological systems problems with the aid of system modeling 
techniques, 
Ellis has made use of a system theory model for determining state~ 
wide recreational traffic flows in the state of Michigan (14). Ellis 
used travel time raised to a fi;x:ed e:;x:ponent as a measure of travel 
resistance in his model~ His results have been compared with those ob-
tained from the application of a gravity model for the same recreational 
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system. The system theory model proved to yield slightly better results 
than the gravity model (1~). 
Grecco and Breuning have applied linear graph analysis to work~trip 
and shopping~trip distribution. They were particularly concerned with 
the generation and distribution phase of the analysis process. Atten-
tion was given to the factors that generate and attract work trips and 
how these trips are distributede A combination of trip frequency and 
travel time was used to determine the resist~ce factors for the urban 
route components in the network (19). 
McLa4ghlin has used linear graph theory in combination with diver~ 
sion curves to study the problem of urban traffic assignment. He 
developed a "value function!', which he related to t:ravelers route choice 
decisions. He has tested his model with ~ctual travel count~ in an 
urban area and found the results quite satisfactory (42). 
Pearson reported on the development of a measure of air travel 
desire from a ~odel of intercity travel which makes use of graph theo-
retic techniques. His model produced acceptable results when tested 
with Canadian air travel data (47). 
The above studies have demonstrated the varied use of graph theory 
analysis in socio~economic and transportation system problems. Its 
application to the study of intercity travel illl.Pedance seems a 
reasonable e~tension. 
Summary 
This chapter has reviewed selected research studies on the three 
phases of the transportation planning process which are applicable to 
the problem of interest in this thesis. Travel impedance lras been 
shown to relate to trip generation, trip distribution, and traffic 
assignment. Studies in the determination of traffic quality have shown 
the importance of the social and aest):let!c factors in travel behavior. 
These studies indicate, however, that it is actual travel time and cost 
which a:re most im1;>ortant in determinin1;1 travel patterns. Both cost and 
time are directly related to the design and condition of the highway 
system. These,physical characteristics of the network will be con~· 
sidered in the models of the route components which will follow, 
CHAPTER I II 
LINEAR GRAPH T»EOR¥ 
Introduction 
"Systems engineering" has moved to the fore as one of the many new 
and sophisticated terms of this past decade. There are those who believe 
that H·is'the same el<;! engineering pr0cess with a new title. Others be-
lieve that it is both new and different because of its ready adaptation 
to the multi-disciplinary approach Jnd of its emphasis on the system and 
its components. The first phase of system theory as presented here is 
concerned specifically with a metho(i for developing mathematical models 
of systems of interconnected components. The second phase of system 
theory is concerned primarily with the use of mathematical models is 
simulating the behavioral characteristics of systems of interacting 
components as a function of the system structure. Thus, system theory 
can, in general, be divided into two broad aspects: (1) modeling 
theory -- the process of generating a model of the system from the sys-
tem structure, i.e., the models of the constituent comppnents ·and,'th,e;i.r~ 
interc0nnection pattern, and (2) behavioral theory -- the process of 
analyzing the solution characteristics of the system model in order to 
simulate the physical behavior of the system as a function of a chang~ 
in its structural features, parameters, or forcing functions. 
The material presented in this chapter is intended to provide the 
reader who is not familiar with the systems modeling in general, and 
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modeling by the use of linear graphs in particular, with the basic 
fundamentals of the process. The material presenteq is abstracted from 
two prominent texts in the field (3~) (37) and notes prepared by 
Yarlagadda (61). 
Linear Graph Analysis 
By definition, a system is a collection of discrete components, 
each having certain definable chara~teristics, together with a pre-
scribed pattern of interconnections or interrelations. Components of a 
system may be pieces of physical hardware - such as a hydraulic servo-
valve, an amplifier, a two-terminal inductor, or a three-terminal 
transistor - or they may represent less precisely defined components 
encountered in socio-economic or biological systems. The analysis made 
in this thesis is for two-terminal components although the application 
of linear graph theory is in no way restricted to such components. 
Linear graph analysis provides the vehicle to formulate a mathe-
matical model of a system and includes two essential features (1) a 
model of the characteristics of the components, and (2) a model of 
their interconnection patterns. A funda~ental axiom of the approach is 
that the mathematical models of the components are independent of how 
the components are interconnected. This implies that the various compo-
nents can be "removed" either literally or conceptaully from the remain-
ing components and studied in "isolation" to establish models of their 
characteristics. It is precisely this feature that makes this approach 
a universal tool of analysis -- the analyst can go as far as he wishes 
in breakin~ down a system in search of "building blocks" that are suffi-
ciently simple to be modeled. 
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Linear graph theory is an orderly technique for formulating the 
mathematical characteristics of a system. The steps in the solution of 
a system by linear graph analysis are illustrated by the block diagram 
of Figure 2. 
The discussion which follows is detailed enough to present the 
reader with a familiarization with the techniques, yet brief enough to 
force further inquiry into the references previously cited. As men-
tioned earlier, because of the elemental nature of the work that fol-
lows, discussion will be limited to systems made up of two-terminal 
components. For computation of the system characteristics, two steps 
are neces$ary; namely: 
(1) To establish a mathematical model of the relevant 
physical characteristics of the system components from 
theory and measurements. 
(2) To establish in mathematical terms a model of the 
system - from a knowledge of the component characteris-
tics and their mode of interconnection. 
An oriented linear graph is a collection of oriented elements which 
provides the basis for mathematically describing a system. Since cer-
tain terminology might be unfamiliar to some readers, the following 
brief definitions will be given. These definitions and the fundamental 
postulates of system theory will provide the foundation upon which the 
formulation techniques are based. A basic familiarization with the 
terminology of set theory is assumed. 
Definitions 
(1) Element or Edge - An element or edge is a line segment 
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l Theory I 
I Mea&urementsJ 
(arc) with its end points. 
(2) Vertex - A vertex is an end point of an element or 
edge. 
(J) Oriented Element - An element with an ordered pair 
of vertices. 
(4) Oriented graph 
-
a collection of oriented elements. 
(5) Subgraph - Any subset of the elements of a graph. 
(6) Path - A path is a sequence (Ei ' Ea' &3' .... ) of 
elements of a graph such that the terminal vertex of 
each element coincides with the initial vertex of the 
succeeding element. 
(7) Connected graph - A graph is connected if there exists 
at least one path between every pair of vertices. 
(8) Distinct path - Two paths are distinct if they have no 
vertices in common other than the terminal vertices. 
(9) Circuit - A circuit is a connected subgraph such that 
there are exactly two distinct paths between any pair 
of vertices of the subgraph. 
(10) Tree - A tree is a connected subgraph of a connected 
graph such that it contains all the vertices of the 
graph and has no circuits. 
(11) Branch - A branch is an element of a tree. 
(12) Co-tree- A subgraph, which is the complement of a 
tree. 
(1J) Chord - An element of the co-tree is chord. 
(14) Cut set - A cut set of a connected graph is a set of 
elements such that (a) If this set of element is 
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removed from the graph, the graph becomes two parts 
by counting the isolated vertices also as parts;, 
(b) No proper subset of these elements has the above 
property. 
Postulate,;; 
ln the mathematical analysis of any given type of physical system 
(electrical, thermal, mechanical, etc.), the tie between the mathematics 
and the system is generally accomplished through the use of two basic 
complementary variables; the 11across 11 or X variable and the 11througb11 or 
Y variable. Typical complementary variables used for modeling the char-
aeteristics of physical and socio-economic processes are given in 
Table I. 
The terminal characteristics of a linear "non-dynamic" component 
may be completely described by an equation which relates the X and Y 
variables of the following form: 
y F GX • (J.O) 
This equation, which is referred to as the terminal equation, plus the 
I 
terminal graph of the component, forms the terminal representation of 
the component. Although a linear relationship is shown in Equation 
(J.O), there is no such restriction on the form of the component equa~ 
tions in general. The techniques of linear graph theory can be applied 
to an~ lumped system, whether or not it is composed of linear elements. 
There is no reason why systems considered via this technique should not 
be allowed to contain nonlinear elements, as the word "linear" in linear 
graph connotes 11 line 11 in the geometrical sense and should not be 
Procesl:I 
Electrical 
Mecha:nical 
Translational 
Mechanical 
Rotational 
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Heat Transfer 
Urban Travel 
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TASLE I 
COMPLEMENTARY VARIAaLES FOR 
T~IC.AL PROCESSES 
Across Variable (X) 
Voltage 
Translational 
Velocity 
Angular 
Velocity 
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Pressure 
Temperature 
Density 
Desire 
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Through Var~able (Y) 
CurrE;lnt 
Force 
Torque 
Geods transferred 
per unit time 
Flow rate 
Heat flow 
Flow rate 
Flow 
Flow 
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confused with the use of linear in the algebraic sense. 
It need only be required that the components be described mathe-
matically by relating the measurements X and Yon the component taken in 
isolation. These measurements on the component are independent of the 
system in whic~ it is used. These measurements must be such that one is 
a "through" (or series) measurement, Y, which when summel!l at the vertices 
of a graph must equal zero, and the at her ii;i an ''across 11 ( o:r parallel) 
measurement, X, whi~h when summed around a circuit of elements must 
equal zero. The selection of the proper X ~nd Y measurements for the 
intercity transportation problem considered in this thesis will be pre-
sented in Chapter lV. 
Xhe perfonnance of a system depends not only qn the individual 
components, but also in the way they are conne9ted. An interconnection 
model is also necessar~ before a solution can be obtained. If the 
terminal graphs of a set of components are interconnected in a one-to-
one correspondence with the union of physical components, the result is 
a collection of line segments known as a system graph. The interconneo-
tion model satisfies two fundamental postulates. These postulates, the 
familiar Kirchoff's laws for electrical networks or Newton.• s first law 
and the compatibility law in mechanics are ~tated below. 
Vertex ~~tulate. 
~.·· ". -.· ~~ 
Let the system graph of a system contain "e" 
oriented elements and let Y1 represent the fundamental through variable 
of the ith element, then at the vth vertex of the graph, 
e 
i:: a1 X1 "" O 
ic::::l 
)0 
where: 
0 if the .th element is not i:ru~i dent at the v th vertex a1 ;:: 1 
1 if the .th element is ariented awar from the v th vertex a, = 1 
ai = -1 if the ith element is oriented toward the vth vertex. 
Circuit Pastulate. Let the system graph of a physical system ton-
tain, "e" oriented elements and let Xi represent the fundamental across 
variable of the ith element, then for the, jth circuit of the graph 
where: 
b1 ~ o if the ith element is not in the jth circuit 
b 1 'f th ' t t' f th .th l t ' th 
·, ,,i ,.. 1 e or1en a. ion o e :i. e emen is · e same as 
the arientation c'.qosen for the /h cir-c~it 
b1 = -1 if the orientation of the ith element is opposite to 
th t f th . th . . t a o · e J c1rou1. 
Regardles~ of the complexity of any given system, it can be solved by 
the combined use of the terminal equations, and the circuit and vertex 
equations. However, not all of these equations are independent equa-
tions. To select the minimum number of independent equations for the 
system analysis, the fundamental cut set and fupdamental circuit equa-
tions are used in lieu of the above postulates. These equations can be 
developed by u,sing the following techniques. 
The vertex postulate impl:i,es that o:ne equat;l.on in the through 
variables Y can be written at each verte~ of the system graph. The 
circuit postulate implies that one equation in the across variables X 
can be written for each circuit. Since these equations are not 
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normally independent, it is useful to establish a tree of the graph 
which will guarantee a set of independent equations. This tree, called 
the formulation tree, is used to establish the fundamental circuit and 
cut set equations defined below. 
Fundamental Circuit E9;uat ions 
A tree is selected from the elements of the system graph. Since 
there are many such trees, the one actually used in the analysis is 
called the fonnulat;i.on tree as indicated abave. The number of independ ... 
ent circuit equations will be equal to the number of chords (elements of 
the co-tree). The fundamental circuit equations are developed by in-
eluding one and exactly one chord for each circuit written in accordance 
with the circuit postulate. A direction orientation is assigned to each 
chord used. When the across variables are separated into branches and 
chords, the independent circuit equations are given by the product of 
the circuit matrix and a column vector of the across variables. 
where; 
:Sn is ·i:r i:o~fficient matrix corr~sponding t-p' the oranehes 
,- I is an identity matrix corresponding to the chords 
Xb is the column vector of the branch across variables 
·· X0 is the column vector of the chord across variables. 
(J .1) 
The e - v + '.!. fundamental c;i.rcuit equations are defined by the circuit 
postulate and, thus, the matrix [an r] is of order (e - v + 1) X e, 
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where e is the number of elements in the system graph and vis the num-
ber of vertices. A completion of the matrix product gives the across 
variables of the chords explicitly as 
(3. 2) 
Fundamental Cut Set Equations 
A convenient set of independent equations in the through variables 
may be established by applying the vertex postulate in the following 
manner. The fundamental set of cut sets with respect to a tree is the 
set formed by each branch of the tree and all chords for which the fun-
damental circuit (with respect to the tree) contains this branch. The 
independent cut set equations are given by the matrix product of the 
cut set matrix and the column vector of the through variables. Symbol-
ically, the fundamental cut set equations take this form: 
0 (3 .3) 
where: 
Cr 1 is a coefficient matrix corresponding to the cl.filrds 
I is an identity matrix corresponding to the tree 
Yb is a column vector of the branch through variables 
Y0 is a column vector of the chord through variables. 
The fundamental cut set equations are defined by the vertex postulate 
and, thus, the matrix [1. c!._l] has arder (v .. 1) X e. The branch through 
variables may be e:,q>ressed explicitly as: 
(J.4) 
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If a tree is selected from a graph, and the fun~mental circuit and 
cut set matrices are formed with the column$ of B = [ Bu 1] and 
C • [ I en] arranged in the same order,: it may be shewn that: 
and :S CT = 0 
which implies 
or (3.6) 
Thus, the fundamental cut set matrix corresponding to a tree can be 
uniquely determined: from the fundamental circuit matrix of the same 
tree, and vice versa (61). 
Formulation 
The analysis of a system is based on the establishment of terminal 
equations, the fundamental cut set ~quations and the fundamental circuit 
equations. ihe formulation requires that the given across varia~les 
(aorss drivers) be placed in the branches (Xb_ 1 ) of a tree and the given 
through varial;>les (through drivers) be placed in the chords (Y0 .,.a) of 
the co~tree. This assignment keeps the algebra invol~ed in the solution 
of the system equations at a minimum and assures that a solution can be 
found. Several formulation procedures are available to the systems 
analyst, depending upon the form of the terminal equations and the num-
ber of independent equations afforded by each procedure. The branch 
formulation procedure is utili~ed in the solutions presented in later 
chapters, and, thus, will be outlined in general form here. 
General Branch Form. The derivation of the general branch equa-
tioris requires that the terminal equations be explicit in the through 
variables. The coupling parameter matrices GJ. :a ancl <:.a1 are zerQ ~dnce 
two terminal components are assumed and, thus, G11 and G:a 2 are diagonal. 
This leads to some simplification in the matrix ~alculations as it shall 
be seen later in the development. 
The fundamental cut set equations are 
[~ 0 C1i '- ~·J yb-l l Caa Csa Y'b..-2 
o;: 0 • (3.8) 
. Yo.,.,l 
Yo-a 
Expanding Equation (J.8) such that Yb-a and Y0 ,. 1 a:re in different 
columns yields: 
Tne terminal Equation$ (3.7) a:re s1,.1bstituted ;in ()-9) 
(.3.10) 
Now, X11 _ 1 :ls expressed in terms of ~-l and Xb-a from the c;i.rcuit equa-
tions and Equation (J.6~ 
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ten' ... ~/ I 
:J 
Xb-1 
-Cir/ c ··!I' 0 Xb- a ... aa 
= 0 • (3.11) 
X'c-1 
Xe-a 
Expandjng (J.11), one has 
-Cai] [Xb-iJ [I] [OJ 
. . + . [ x,-1] + tx.-.] 
-Ca:i . Xb- a o I 
= 0 . 
Taking the top set of equations and the identity Xb-a = Xb-a yields: 
(3 .13) 
Substituting (3.13) into (3.10), 
or 
(3 .15) 
where W11, etc., are coefficient sub matrices of the matrix triple 
product in (3.14). 
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Since Xb-l and Ya-a are known functions, the solution is deter-
mined by solving tpe equations contained in the lower set of (3.15) for 
Xb-2 • 
Caa • Ya-a + Wai • xb ... l + Waa • Xb-a "' o 
Xb-2 ::: W22- 1 [ .. w21 Xb-1 -Cza Ya-2] 
where: 
Xb-a are the unknowp bran.ch across variables 
Y0 _ 2 are the specified through drivers in the co-tree 
Xb-l are the specified across variables in the tree. 
(3 .16) 
The mµnber of equations to be solved is v - 1 - Nx, where v is the number 
of vertices and Nx is the number of driver elements for which across 
variables are known. 
Summary 
The general formulation technique presented here may be used when 
the system is made up of two terminal algebraic components. It is 
necessary that the elements with specified across variables (Xb_ 1 ) be 
included as branches of the formulatior, tree and those elements with 
specified through variables (Yci~::i) be included as chords. The number o;f 
unknown Qranch across variables in the set (Xb-a) determines the number 
of indep~'mdent::equations in the final branch form. 
By proper substitution and matrix manipulation, Equation (3.17) can 
be solved for numerical answers. The computer program used to carry out 
the solution of the branch formulation highway travel model is given in 
Appendix B. 
C!iAPTER IV 
THE; HIGHWAY TRAVEL MODEL 
Introduction 
This chapter will be devoted to a description of the intercity 
travel model ~eveloped ?Uld tested in this thesis. This model employs 
the techniques of linear graph analysis to solve for traffic flows on 
the route components under varying travel impedance conditions. The 
role of high.way de$ign and condition is given special attention through 
the development of an equivalent distance factor which is applied to the 
route component~ to detennine the relative deterrence to travel encount-
ered on each route. 
The Study Area 
The Oklahoma state highway system is divided into eight regions 
for the purpose of planning and representation. Each district is repre-
sented by an appointed commissioner, who is responsible for evaluation 
of the needs for road improvements within his district. In order to 
aid the commissioners with their planning decisions, the state highway 
department planning division conducts extensive highway needs studies 
and prepares a report which summarizes the condition of all highways 
within each d;f..~trict. The results of that report (44) are used to 
determine the impedance of the route components described later in this 
chapter, 
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Each of the eight commissioners'districts shown in Figure 3 con. 
tains about ten counties, but not all districts have the degree of 
inhomogeneity in road type and condition or city size to be suitable as 
a representative test area for the modeling presented here. The area 
cho1;1en for consi!:ieration is the 1st highway commissioner• s district. lt 
is composed o;f ten counties, Ottawa, Delaware, Mayes, Craig, Nowata, 
Rogers, 'l'ulsa, Washington, Pawnee, and Osage, in the northeastern part 
of the state. This district is characterized by various terrain, varied 
road types -- from limited access tollways to ill repaired blacktop 
highways -- and varied city sizes. Another factor in;fluencing the 
choice of district #1 is the availability of origin-destination surveys 
for various cities within its boundaries. Of the thirty-five such 
studies conducted during a five year period from 1964:-1968, district #1 
was fortunate to get more than its normal share. In particular origin-
destination studies were conducted in Nowata (43), Mipllli (39), Pawhuska 
(46), Hominy (~7), fill.d Vinita (57), during 1966-1968. The information 
contained in these surveys proved invaluable in providing input and test 
data for the models presented later in this chapter. 
Definition and Modeling of Components 
The system to l;>e studied, in this section consists of all c~t;Les, 
which have populations over 2,500, their associated surrounding regions 
in the 1st highway commissioner's district and the road system of the 
district. l'hree types of components are identified in the system: 
(1) Origin areas for travelers, 
(2) Highway links. 
(3) Destination areas for travelers~ 
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Each component is modeled by means of an oriented line segment and 
an equation relating two variables X and Y. The Y variable is tak.en to 
be the flow of vehicles in each ~omponent, measured on a per day basis. 
lt would be quite feasible to consider the measure of the Y variable to 
be v~hicles/month or per week rather than per day, if the data were 
available in such a format. The variable Xis tak,en to be the propen-
sity to travel, or the demand pressure to travel. Propensity to travel 
is considered to be allnilated by the process of mak,ing a trip from an 
origin area to an appropriate destination, 
Origin Areas 
The origin areas are modeled as two~terminal flow drivers of known 
magnitudes. Their component equations are tak.en as: 
Yo1 "' Known i :;.::: 1, •• "., •••• 25 ( 4:. 0) 
The known magnitude is tak.en to be the number of trips/day originating 
from each origin area zone, These trip volumes are assumed to be 
directly proportional to the personal income of the zone. Each origin 
is represented by a point source emanating from a node which is con-
sidered to be at the activity centroid of each zone. For all zones the 
activity centroid is defined by a city of population over 2,500. These 
cities together with the regions they represent are shown in figure 4:. 
The boundaries shown do not represent distinct geographical boundaries 
in all cases but rather indicate in general the origin area study unit. 
The personal income data used for trip generation analysis for each 
origin area was only available on a per county level of resolution. In 
order to arrive at estimates for the generation capabilities of some of 
the smaller geographic units, it was necessary to assume that the ' 
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personal income of the region was proportional to the city size in 
urban areas and uniformly distributed in rural areas. Thelin~ segment 
representing an origin area is considered to be connected in the system 
linear graph of Figure 5 from an arbitrary reference point (not shown 
in the figure for clarity) and the appropriate activity centroid. The 
orientation is taken as away from tne datum as each origin zone is 
sequentially considered in the analysis. 
Highway Links 
It is postulated that the highway links connected by the origin and 
destination areas could be modeled as: 
j ~ 1,2,,, •••••• 50 ( 4:.1) 
The parameter Gj repre13ents "ease of travel"; i.e,, if 1/GJ is large, 
the flow of vehicles for a given propensity difference across a link is 
small. It is postulated that for the trip purposes considered here two 
factors of the route are influential; the time and effort required to 
travel the route, and the direct out-of-pocket expenses incurred in so 
doing. Time and effort effects will be measured through the development 
of the '"equivalent distance" pa)'ameter for each route component. Note 
that travel distance, as such, is considered to be a less representative 
measure of trip deterrence than time and effort. It has been discovered 
in previous studies that for many trip~making purposes people are will-
ing to choose a longer route if they can save time and effort by so 
doing. Cost of travel is also considered as a measure of trip impedance 
and will include such factors as road user costs, fuel, tires, oil, 
maintenance and repairs, depreciation, time costs and extra charges such 
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as toll costs. The "equivalent distance" concept as a measure of travel 
impedance is now examined more closely~ 
The equivalent distance, DEQ, for any highway link is obtained by 
examining its design and current condition. These two factors are 
broken down f\lrthe+ into their com~onent parts and points are assigned 
to each~~~ total of 100 points implying a road of excellent design and 
condition, (~,e., one which would allow fr!:le traffic !low at a speed of 
60 mph). This free flow condition must be considered to be within the 
volume design limitations of the particular roadway since the effect of 
traffic congestion upon travel impedance is not e:,cplicitly considered. 
This is a reasonable approach for intercity travel in the area under 
study but would obviously be an improper assumption if one were studying 
the urban travel patte;r,ns within the c:i ty of Tulsa. The data used to 
obtain a measure of the de~ign and condition of each road section con-
sidered in the study was obtained from the state Highway Department 
(44). A sample of this data is shown in Appendix A. The weigµts given 
in the suf~iciency rating assignment schedule shown in Table II are 
based on many yea.rs of observation and experience of the Department. 
The general e:iq>ression for the equivalent distance factor of a 
given l~nk is devised as follows: 
(1:t:.2) 
where; 
DEQ.j ~ equivalent distance factor for the jth link. 
dJk ~ length in miles of the kth subsection of link j. 
TABLE U 
SUFFlCIE;NCY RATING ASSlGNMltNT SCHEOUIJ!, 
Design 
Surtac:.e, width 
· Surface type 
Shoulder width and t;n>e 
CQrvatu:re 
Gradient 
Stopping sight dist~ce 
Passing opportunity 
Hazards 
Total Design Rating 
16 
8 
6 
8 
5 
8 
8 
6 
-
Condition 
Foundation 14 
Wearing surface 10 
Drainage 7 
· Shoulders 4: 
--
Total Condition Rating ;5 
Total Roadway Rating 65 + J5 = 100 
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SRJk = percentage design and condition ~ufficiency rating for 
the kth subsection of link j. 
P = a binary variable such that P ~ 0 if ~he kth subsection 
of link j is rural and P ~ 1 if the kth subsection of link 
j is urban. 
n = total number of sub111ections of .link j. 
An example of the use of this general e:,cpression for the detennina-
tion of the equivalent distance measure is given for two dissimilar 
route sections. This example points out the effects of design and con~ 
dition of the roadway on its equivalent length. First, link number 102 
which is chosen to represent State Highway 51 between Broken Arrow and 
Tulsa ( the Brok.en Arrow E:,cpressway), is examined. A careful examini;i,tion 
of Figure 6 showing the major roadways in the study area and the system 
linear graph (Figure 5) points out the element assignment pattern of the 
system graph, An element in the graph is placed in one to one corre~ 
sp<;mdence with either a route component or an origiri/destinatio,n. com-
ponent. From the data (44) it is seen that this road section is a 
limited access divided four,larre. highway consisting o;( .3~9 miles rating 
100, 4:. 2 miles rating 92, anc\ 5.0 miles with a 99 rating. The equiva-
lent distance constant for this section would be obtained as follows: 
1::2. i:L ~ -DEQ'l,02 "" 1,0, + .92 + .99 ,... 13 "5 
This compares to an actual hi~hway distance of 13.1 miles. 
Second link number 135 which is chosen to represent highway 169 
between Collinsville and Nowata is examined. Upon examining the data 
(44), it ts seen that this two lane roadway is made up of sections in 
three counties which vary considerably in both design and condition. 
Figure 6. Major Interior Highways of the First Commissioner District 
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In addition, some sections of the roadway pass through urban areas. The 
equivalent distance constant for section 135 would be obtained as: 
4.9 
+--+ 
.50 
o.4(2) 1.8 1.3 .2.0 6.8 0.6(2) 
• 5.3 + • 58 + '°T2 + ""'":68 + --:"6's + • 85 = 42.4 . 
This compares with an actual highway distance of 28.7 miles for link 
number 1.35. All urban road sections, except urb~n expressways, have had 
their equivalent distance factors doubled to adequately account for the 
normal increase in impedance encountered in urban areas (the free flow 
speed condition in an urban area is approximately one-half of that for 
a rural section). 
Equivalent Distance Conductance. The parameter Gj based on the 
equivalent distance concept for each highway link is defined as follows: 
(4.3) 
where 
Dj the total length of the jth link. 
DEQJ = the equivalent distance factor for the jth link. 
Kd = the dimensional adjustment constant - fixed for all 
route components. 
Thus, it ;is seen from the above that as the condition of a given 
route decreases the "deterrence to travel'' factor increases according to 
the ratio (DJ/DEQj ). It is appropriat~ to check various hypothetical 
conditions for the component model to see if the results predicted by 
the component equations satisfy the researcher's intuition. Assume that 
the potential for travel x on any given liriJc is known and constant over 
·i, 
some time interval when the design or condition of a subsection of the 
route is changed. Suppose that the link is modified in such a way as to 
decrease the equivalent distance perceived by the travel consumer. What 
would we expect? Does the component model accurately reflect this ex-
pectation? The answer is "yes", al!:I DEQ de<::reases the deterrence to 
travel factor also decreases and an increase in the actual flow of trips 
on the route would be anticipated. Similar situations allowing for 
changes in the component equation variables and parameters verify intui-
tively the structure of the component equations. T~ble lII shows a com-
parison of the actual highway distances, air distances, and equivalent 
distances for each component. (Some route distances are shown less than 
air distances; this is because of slight location errors in the data 
used as input for the calculations of air distances by the BPR progralll,!:lo) 
Operator Cost Conductance. Tpe use of operator cost as a measure 
of route conductance takes the following form: 
(4.4) 
where: 
C1 j ~ the total out of pocket and time costs of traveling from 
~one i to zone j. 
Ko ~ the dimensional adjustment constant - fixed for all route 
components. 
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TABLE Ul 
LINK; DISTANCE CO:MPARISONS 
Link Nodes Air Distance Route Distance EQ Distance 
Number Connected (miles) (miles) (miles) 
101 1-4 8 5o4 14.4 
102 1 ... 7 15 1.3.1 13.5 
10.3 1-9 23 29.1 .32.7 
101,t; 1-11 12 15.4 .36.1 
1,05 1 .. 1.3 11 12.9 36.9 
106 1..-15 9 10.7 20.2 
107 2 ... 6 5 3a9 7.5 
108 2-10 28 29.3 .39 • .3 
109 2-1:1,. 26 29.8 .39.5 
110 2 ... 12 21 21.7 46.7 
111 2-18 25 2,3o9 41.0 
112 ?-25 16 17~7 .39.4 
11.3 J-8 24 24q5 27.6 
114 3 ... 17 4 4 .. 9 9.8 
115 3·20 13 1Jo7 23.2 
116 3 ... 20 13 12o1 1.3.1 
117 4...15 12 16.9 47.2 
H8 '*'"'2.3 20 25.0 45.5 
119 5-8 2,3 28.0 .35.5 
120 5 ... 9 17 16.4 27.4 
121 5-14 ,30 .38 • .3 92.1 
122 7-9 20 27.7 -· 30.7 
12.3 7-13 15 18.8 20,7 
124 7-15 1.3 16.1 18.6 
125 8 .. 9 J1 31.7 ,36 .1 
126 8.-12 21 27.2 38.9 
1.27 8 ... 1,4 27 :35.4 63.5 
128 8-19 15 16.6 24.8 
129 8-20 14 14.8 2.3.5 
1,30 9-10 11 17.2 42 • .3 
1,31 9-12 26 .30.5 45 • .3 
1.32 9-1.3 1.3 19.1 58.5 
13.3 9-19 17 19.6 28.8 
1.34 10-11 9 8.6 20.2 
1.35 10-12 27 28.7 42.4 
136 10-13 6 8.1 .36.2 
1,37 11 .... 21 2.3 2.3,7 .38,. 7 
138 11-25 ;19 ~6 • .3 4.0 • .3 
139 '.J.2-;19 14 22.7 .32.9 
1!,i,o 14,..;1,9 
.37 48 • .3 76.5 
141 14,..20 20 28.9 55.8 
142 15 ... 16 9 12,.3 21.0 
14.3 18 .. 21 17 14.8 23.6 
144 18-22 19 27.8 34,.8 
145 18-15 14 15.2 .38,6 
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TABLE III (Continµed) 
Link Nodes .Air D;istanoe Route Distance EQ Distance 
Num'ber Conneoted (miles) (miles) (miles) 
146 21-22 24 25.6 35.1 
147' · · · 21 .... 23 9. 9.6 23,7 
148 21-2.5 17 25.6 48.3 
:1.49 22 ... 24 17 20.8 30.2 
150 23-24 17 21.~ 35.9 
The total costs are determined as follows: 
where: 
C... = vebicle operating costs per mile, 
d 1,j .. routEl distance in mil1:1s from zpne i to zone j. 
Ct = time costs per minute. 
t 1 j = travel time in minutes from zone i to zone j. 
Ct~ = toll costs, other unusual costs. 
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( '*, 5) 
The travel time for each link was determined by examining its 
equivalent distance coefficient and assuming that under a 100% rating 
condition one could travel at a rate of one mile/minute. An intuitive 
test of this form of the highway component equations is also in order. 
As the cost of travel on any link :lnecreasee !or a given constant pro-
pensity to travel the flow of trips on the li~ tends to decrease. The 
total highway travel costs given in Table IV were derived by appropriate 
use of the tables for determining road user costs for Passenger Cars in 
Rural areas included in Appendix c. 
Destination Areas 
The destination areas are modeled in te:rms of an attraction index 
of each area. The attraction index is taken to be directly proportional 
to the personal income of the area, ln the linear graph theory model 
the destination component equations take the form: 
i "" 1, 2,. • ••• 25 (4.6) 
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TABLE; l;V 
HIGHWAY TRAVEL COSTS 
Link Nodes Operating Cost 'l'ime Cost l'otal Cost 
Number Connected (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) 
101 1.-1* .25 • 4:J .68 
102 1 ... 7 .90 94;0 1.30 
103 1,,...9 1. 74 .98 2.72 
104 . 1..:.11 ,7!± 1.08 1.82 
10,5 1-1,3 ,.62 1.10 1.72 
106 1-;t.S .52 060 1.12 
107 2 ... 6 .19 q22 • 41 
108 2-10 t.64 1.18 2.82 
109 2 ... 1,1 1,67 1.18 2.85 
110 2 ... 12 1.04 1.41 2.45 
1U 2-18 1.64 1.23 2.87 
112 2-25 .85 1~18 2.03 
113 J-8 1.4;7 .82 2.69* 
114 : 3 ... 17 .23 .29 .52 
11,5 J-20 .68 .69 1 •. ;37 
116 '. J-.20 .78 0 39 1.37* 
117 4-.15 .81 1.42 2.23 
us 4-.2J '.1.,20 1 • .36 2.56 
11.9 5-8 1,73 1.06 2.79 
120 5,.,9 .82 .82 1.64 
:t,21 5-14 1.84 2.78 4,62 . 
122 7-9 1.80 .92 2.92* 
12.3 7-1,3 1.22 ,62 1,84, 
124 7 ... 15 .96- .55 1.51 
125 8-9 1.90 1.05 .3.70>1< 
126 8-12 1.53 1,16 2.69 
'.1,27 8-14 1.75 1.91 J.66 
128 8-19 .86 .74 1.60 
129 8-20 • 7;3 .70 1.43 
130 9-10 .82 1.27 2.09 
131 9-12 1.61 1.36 2.97 
1J2 9-1,'.3 ,91 1.75 2.66 
13,3 9.-19 -;1..01 .86 1.87 
134: 10-::t.1 .4'.J. .60 1.0:1. 
135 10-12 1.52 1.27 2,79 
136 10 ... :1.3 .J8 1.08 1.46 
1,37 11-12 1.18 1~16 2.31.i, 
1J8 1:L-25 1.4,Q 1.21 2.61 
139 12.-19 1,.20 .98 2.18 
14,Q 14:.-19 2.4:7 2.29 4.76 
141 14;-20 1 • .38 1.70 J.08 
142 15-16 .62 .63 1.25 
14,3 18-21, .75 .71 1.46 
144 1,8 ... 22 1.72 1.01* 2.76 
14,5 18-25 .73 1.15 1.88 
TABi~ iv (Continued) 
Link Nodes Operating Cost Time Cqst Total Cost 
Number Connected (dollars) (do:Uars) (dollars) 
14:6 21:-22 1,4,3 1.05 2.48 
147 21-23 ,4:.6 .7:1. 1· :J,7 
148 2'.l.·25 1.25 1.45 2.70 
14:9 22 ... 24' 1.:1.0 .90 2.00 
150 23-24: 1.08 1.07 2.15 
*lnclµdes turnpike toll charges. 
where: 
Ka = the dimensional adjustment constant~ fixed for all desti-
nation components. 
Ai ~ the attraction index of destination area i~ 
Yii= the flow of trips/day through the ith destination component. 
~i = the travel demand pressure causing the flow. 
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Since no satisfactory measurement technique has been devised to 
quantify the conceptually interesting va~iable Xii, 1 , a formulation pro-
cedure, the branch equation method previously described, was used in the 
solution. This procedure does not require knowledge of the across 
variable~- only flows need measuring. 
Model Formµlation l;Uld Solution 
With the component equations outlined in the previous section and 
the system linear graph shown in Figure 5, the model formulation is now 
complete. All that appears to remain is an appropriate cho~ce of a 
fonnulation tree and the solution should follow the foJ:'1111 outlined in 
the branch. equation method given in Chapter :i::u. However, since each 
origin area is also a destination area and vice versa this procedure 
will lead to erroneous result~. That is, trips which originate at zone 
i destined to zone j would be oalcelled in part by trips originating at 
zone j with destination zone i, due to the algebraic summation of these 
tri~s along route ij. Thus, an alternative solution procedure is needed 
which wiU account for these unreal:i,.stic canceUatians. The "net" flow 
of travel from zone i to zone j is not of interest, but rather the total 
volume of flow on each route. 
To accom,plish this goal the well~known Superposition ~riqciple is 
modified to realistically reflect the transportation problem at hand. 
At any point of a linea~ networ~, th, ~e~ponse to a number 
of excitations (through and/or across drivers) acting simul-
taneously is equal to the sum of the absolute values of the 
re~ponses at that point due to each excitation acting alone 
in the net'WQrk. 
Note that the modification is in the sununation of the responses~~ 
sum of absolute values replaces algebraic sum in the normal superposi-
In the problem of concern here1 this statement i!llJ>lies that one may 
consider each zone to act as an origin zone while other zones appear as 
destinations, calculate the flows of trips on each route component and 
then proceed to the next zone~ The total volume of trips on any route 
component will be equal to the sum, of the absolute values of the trips 
contributed by each origin area. In each step of this process, the 
solution is obtained by ihe branch tormulation procedure outlined in 
Chapter III with the modified superpo~ition principle applied to find 
the total travel values. 
The impedance values for the components shown in the system lin~ar 
graph of Figure 5 have been related to two quite dissimilar quantities. 
In the case of the highway components, the impedance was taken to be 
proportional to road length, design, and condition through the route 
equivaient distance, or to the cost of travel. In the case of destina~ 
tion components the component conducta1;1ce was directly related to ~he 
personal income of the region the component was chosen to represent. In 
order that the model be calibrated to accurately reflect traffic flow on 
the route components it is necessary to ~amine the dimensional adjust~ 
ment constants given in the component equations with some care. The 
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implementation of the calibration procedure and its affect on the dis" 
tribu.tion of traffic ove:r th.e netWQ;rk ;i,s best explained in terms of the 
following simple exa.mple, 
Consider the system linear graph shown in Figure 7 representing a 
hypoth.etioal area composed of three origin/destination components and 
three route components. 
0 
Figure 7. Calib;rat~on Ex~ 
ample System 
Graph 
The route component impedanc~ is represented by operator costs as 
giv~n in Ji,~uation (4,,4). Tne dei5tination areas are modeled in terms of 
the personal income attractiveness of each zone aa given in Equation 
(4.6), The single origin area is.modeled as a flow driver of known 
ma1:1nitude in aceord,ance with Equation (4.o). 
'!'he calibration of the model is as follows: From available origin/· 
destination su;ryeys for the study area, the number of trip~ observed at 
zones 2 and 3 may ~e obtained. The dimensional adjustment constants, 
Ko and l\a, arEl ad.justed. by reg;ression analysis so that the summation of 
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the squared differences between the observed trips and the predicted 
trips is as small as possible. This adjustment does not affect the 
total number of trips in the network entering the data.node, but only 
how these trips are distributed on the network and between alternative 
destinatiqns. Further, it should be understood that these two constants 
are the only two constants needed in the analysis regardless of size of 
the network considered. 
'l'he solution of the system shown in Figure 5 was accomplished 
through use of the computer program given in Appendix B which is an 
application of the branch formulation technique. The results of the 
various comput~r runs are presented in tabular form in Table v. 
SummaJ:"y 
This chapter has been devoted to the development of the component 
models defined for the ijighway Travel system. Special attention has 
been given to accurate reflection of t~e effects of highway design and 
condition and travel costs in formulating the component models for the 
two~terminal highway components. Origin and destination area components 
were defined and modeled. The origin areas were modeled as known 
through drivers, the destination areas as two~tel1!linal passive compo-
nents with thei~ impedance values inverseJ.y proportional to the personal 
income of the destination zone. The highway ;I.inks were modeled as two• 
terminal passive components, with both travel costs and equivalent 
distance used to reflect the deterring influence on travel. 
The solµtion proGedure for determining the trip volumes on each 
highway component is as followss Each origin area is sequentially 
excited with its known trip generation volumes '¥hile all other areas 
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arf;'! viewed as possible destinations. The total volume of trips on any 
given link is taken to be the absolute sum of trips created by each 
origin area. This summation is obtained by application of a modified 
for~ of the superposition principle. The results of the numerical solu~ 
tion are shown in Table V, 
The two calibration constant~ at"e used to reflect the propor-
tionality of trips to person~! ;income ;in the case of the origin/ 
destination components and trips to reciprocal impedanGe in the case of 
highway components. These constants were obtained l;>y examining the 
distribution of known trips from origin/destination surveys for selected 
cities within the study region. Since the li!YStem contains only known 
through drivers and no across drivers these constants do not have t;U1Y 
effect on the total trips generated in the network. They do, however, 
effect the distribution of trips along the various highway links and 
destination zone components. The values chosen were those which most 
nearly reflected travel patterns for the areas with known origin/ 
destination data. This ~sin effect the calibration check. for the 
model, 
CHAPTER V 
MOPEL COMPARISONS 
Introduction 
It is difficult to ascertain the utility of any new alternative 
approach to transportation analysis without cpmparing it with some 
accepted standard analysis approach. The Bureau of Public Roads System 
J60 Transportation Planning Package developed by Brokke and his associ-
ates has been widely used and accepted in the study of urban patterns. 
It has to a lesser extent been used in the analysis of intercity travel. 
In the discussion which follows, the results will be seen of applying a 
modified form of the BPR package to the study area considered in this 
thesis. The modification results from the use of an intuitive gravity 
model developed by Basore.et'al~, for the generation of the trip tables 
required by the package. The trip table generation model was developed 
for a study of statewide travel patterns in Oklahoma and the res\llts of 
applying the model have shown it to reasonably reflect travel patterns 
on a statewide basis. The use of this procedure on a smaller geographi-
cal. area should present no unusual difficulties. The results of the 
application of the modified BPR procedure to the 1st Commissioner's 
District should provide an interesting and enlightening comparison for 
the results of the linear graph analysis presented in Chapter IV. 
The BPR programs were obtained on magnetic tape from Jerry Howell 
of the State Highway Department. They were made operational on Oklahoma 
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State University's IBM 360~65 system with the assistance of Iris 
McPherson of the University Computer Center~ 
The Modified BPR Model 
The following discussion provides a brief desc::ription of the BPR 
progpams used in the analysis of travel patterns in the 1st Commission-
er's District. The programs were executed as outlined in the flow dia~ 
gram given in Figure 8. The reader is referred to Appendix Band the 
program documentation (56) for more insight into the use of the BRP 
battery. 
Build S~iderweb Network (BLDSPWB) 
. . , - . I . . . . 
The purpose of this program is to prepare a s~iderweb network 
description from connector cards and coordin~te cards supplied by the 
user. The program was originally written by Brokke (9) for use in a 
ntionwide highway travel study but has been successfully used for stud~ 
ies of smaller geographic units. A spiderweb netwc;,rk is a network of 
nodes and links connecting these nodes. The spide;rweb network developed 
for the 1st Commissioner's District is shown in Figure 8. The nodes 
shown in Figure 8 represent the activity centroids of the zones defined 
for the linear graph model. Altho~gh the links do nqt represent actual 
highway links, they were chosen to resemble, as closely as possible, the 
actual highway network of the region. A comparison pf Figure 6 and 
Figure 9 will demonstrate this fact. 
The B~DSfWB program accepts up to 8,170 nodes ;ind 8 connectors for 
each node. Unfortunately, eight-way intersections are extremely rare in 
nature, and the use of eight connectors for each node would make the 
BUILD SPIDERWEB NETWORK 
(BLDSPWB) 
~, 
FORMAT SPIDERWEB NETWORK 
(FMTSPWB) 
• 
BUILD SPIDERWEB TREES 
(BLDSPTR) 
t 
FORMAT SPIDERWEB TREES 
(FMTSPTR) 
~ , 
BUILD TRIP TABLE 
(BLDTT) 
~ 
LOAD SPIDERWEB NETWORK 
·(LDSPWB) 
' , 
FORMAT SPIDERWEB LOADS 
(FMTSPLD) 
Figure 8. Modified BPR Pro-
gram Execution 
Flow Chart 
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Figure -9. Spiderweb Network for the First Commissioner District 
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network representation more sche~atic than real. Thus, for most nodes 
fewer than eight connectors were used. 
The a9vantage of using the full comple~ent of connector options 
comes in studying travel demand(~), where some connections can be 
viewed as potential routes or desired lines of travel. 
A description of the input data required by the program and the 
appropr~ate execution cards are ~hown in Appendix B, 
Format Spiderweb Network (FMTSPWB) 
I 
The purpose of this program is to provide a standard format output 
of the spiderweb network description built by BLDSPWB. There are no 
prograt11 options, and the formatted output consists of the link. impedance 
and link. distance (these should b~ equal) and the corresponding speed on 
the link. ln addition, the zone nµmber and name are formatted. The 
formatted output also supplies the x-y coordinates of each node. A 
listing of the execution setup for this program is shown in Appendix B. 
The formatted output is shown in Appendix B. 
Build Spidel"Web Trees (BLPSPTR) 
The purpose of this program is to provide a file ox minimum path 
trees, one tree for each node based on li:nlc length, The program has the 
option of building either minimum travel time path trees or minimum dis~ 
tance path trees. Tb,e option chosen was minimum distance path trees. A 
minimum path tree may be defined as a record indicating the shortest 
route from a given nod~ to all other nodes in the spiderweb net"'°rk. 
These trees, one for each network node, are used in dete~ining the 
proper loa"ding of trips on the network. The computer listing required 
for execution of BLDSPTR is shown in Appendix B. 
Format Spiderweb Trees (FMTSPTR) 
,; 
The purpoee of this program ;is to prQyide a stand.ard format print-
out of selected minimum path trees. This output may be studied by the 
user as a check on the minimum distance routings created by the BLDSPTR 
program. lt may also provide information which will allow deletion of 
a link included in the original spiderweb network. Up to thirteen 
trees may be printed out in any one e~eoution of the program. A sample 
listing of the standard formatted output is given in Appendix B. The 
computer input required for execution is shown in Appendix B. 
Build Trip Table (BLDTT) 
The purpose of this program is to provide a trip table - a list of 
trip interchange volumes. It w~s origina~ly developed for the Oklahoma 
Transportation Study conducted by the Multidisciplinary Studies Group at 
Ok:la!:loma State University (4;)_ lt employs the intuitive gravity model 
described in Chapter II, and has been calibrated and tested for the 
• 
State of Oklahoma. The output su~routine allows for a standard format-
ting of the predicted trip interchange and trip end volumes. The pro-
gram requires as input the location of each node in the spiderweb 
network and the personal income of the zone the node represents. A 
description, listings, and sample output of the program is given in 
Appendix B. This program is the only program executed in the flow 
chart of Figure 8 which is not a standard part of the BPR package. 
The trip interchanges generated by the program are assumed to be 
sYlOMetrical and only the upper triangle trip table matrix is shown in 
Ap:i;>endix B. 
Load S~iderwe? ~etwork (LDSPWB) 
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The purpose of this progre\lll is to provide a loaded spiderweb net-
work. Trips generated by the BLDTT progr~ are loaded onto the network 
via the minimum path tree record p;rod~oed by BLDSPTR. The LDSPWB loads 
the links of the spiderweb network with trip volumes such that if a link 
is a member of a minimum path tree connecting a pair of nodes, the trip 
volume for that pair of nodes generated by BLDTT is loaded onto that 
link. The BPR package does not provide unidirectional loading, so it is 
necessary to load volumes from one-half the trip table matrix (above the 
diagonal) and then transpose the matrix and ~dd the loads from the 
second one~half of the trip table (below the diagonal). 
The computer listing necessary for execution of LDSPWB is given 
in Appendix B, 
Format SJ2iderweb . Loads (FMTSPLD) 
The purpose of this program is to provide a standard formatted 
outpµt of the loaded spiderweb network. The program lists the total 
network volumes for each spiderweb netwo:r;k link. A listing of this pro-
gram is shown in Appendix a. Sample output is shown in Appendix B. 
Comparison of Results 
The results obtained from the numerical solution of the linear 
graph highway travel model and the modified BPR model are shown in 
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Tao"le V. They are compared wi tn actual traf:f'ic volumes recorded in tne 
study area by the Planning Division of the State Highway Department. It 
should be pointed out that these observed volumes include through trips. 
That is, trips which have either an origin or destination external to 
the study area. 'lbe study area has been con~idered as a closed system 
and neitner the through driver origin volumes in the linear graph model 
nor the traffic generation model used in the modified BPR approach 
·account for through traffic volumes. Therefore, it is necessary to de-
duct from the actual volumes th,at portion wh;i.cl;l are due tc:> throu~h 
traffic movements before conclusions can be drawn about how well the 
various models predict travel patterns. This is very difficult if not 
imposdble to accomplish since through t;rips vary from 10% of the total 
volume o~ some minor highways to as much as 70% on limited access 
highways, 
There are several observations one may make upon careful e~ina• 
tion of the model results, First, as predicted, the aPR model appears 
to overestimate trips for nodes which are in very close proximity. This 
is due to the unrealistic underestimation of travel impedance for such 
situations. Bro~e (9) developed the model for trips of length greater 
than 20 miles and mak,es no claims concerning its validity for short 
trips. It is also seen that certain links in the network were seldom 
included as a,p e].ement in a rninim1.1.m path trE;ie and, thus, little or no 
traffiq was assigned to this route by the BPR roµt;i.nes. This is evi-
denced mo1:1t clearly ~y Link #1L.i:o, t'.µe longest l;i.nk in the spiderweb net ... 
work. 'lhere appe~rs to be a tend~ncr for the aPR model to underestimate 
traffic flow between the smaller (smaller in personal income) zones. 
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'I:ABLE V 
PREDICTED VOLUME COMPARISONS 
Li,nk Actual1 BPR EQ Dist~ce Cost 
Number Volume Volul'l!e Volume Volume3 
trips/day trips/day trips/clay trips/day 
101 17,JOO 79,.333 30,94:6 2.3,112 
102 16,000 9,202 24:,025 17.6.32 
103 17,4:00 3, '*82 9,212 4:, 261 
104: 5,200 16,662 9, 11l 9,74:7 
105 2,700 18, 320 7,4,63 5,127 
106 9,500 219626 6,230 (>,262 
107 5,200 28, 74:6 17,012 11,262 
108 .3,900 4:,126 1,236 4:,121 
109' A A 1,230 3,4:61 
110 1,900 4:84: 926 2,537 
111 1,600 162 91.3 2,961 
112 1,100 ;374: 712 2,a1±7 
113 ;1.,300 34:8 961 2,892 
114: 10,300 5,4:38 12,04:7 4:, 261 
115 6,200 208 1,4:20 4:,723 
116 3,100 B 2,063 3' 1,23 
117 9,000 338 12,291 6,307 
118 3,100 780 964: 4:,128 
119 3,700 106 631 2,623 
120 ,3, 100 1, ,34:8 1,264: 1,4:67 
121 700 100 61 128 
122 6,300 14:6 2,174 3, 126 
123 11,300 238 1,008 6,120 
124: 9,500 620 1, 1,32 4:,578 
125 7,000 506 3,124 2,072 
126 1,200 184 631 672 
127 500 34: 94: 574: 
128 2,000 102 738 327 
129 2,500 196 614: 1, 024: 
130 2,100 546 1,010 523 
131 1,JOO 50 562 4:31 
132 2,100 'l92 1,24:o 1,020 
133 2,700 4:76 2, 34:6 1,021 
134: 1,900 1,266 1,637 1,117 
135 2,000 .34:6 361 634: 
136 6,200 7,396 964 1,232 
137 ;1.,300 796 43:1, 327 
138 1,100 820 238 832 
139 650 1,32 782 703 
140 500 4: 31 5.34 
141 1,700 50 127 511 
1/,i,2 700 3,998 2,612 700 
14:.3 1,600 42 931 516 
1M, 750 36 l±J;J 222 
Link 
Number 
14:5 
146 
1lJ:7 
1li:8 
1!J,9 
:1,50 
Actual 1 
Volume 
trips/d,ay 
850 
1,000 
2,100 
850 
750 
1,500 
TABLE V (Continued) 
BPR 
Volu,me 
trips/day 
,3@ 
106 
210 
94 
16 
166 
EQ Dist~ce Cost 
Volume Vol,ume,3 
trips/day trips/day 
227 328 
!J,63 9olJ: 
3,261 1,081 
372 264: 
561± 392 
431 361 
!source: Map of Oklahoma Average Daily Tra{fic Volumes for the 
State Highway System, Planning Division Oklahoma ~tate Highway 
Department, 1969. 
2Dimensional Adjustment Constant Values Ka~ 1 X 109 , Kd ~ 1 
3Dimensional Adjustment Constant Values Ka~ 1 X 109 , K0 ~ 2 10-3 
ABoth link 108 and 109 correspond to highway 75 for a major portion 
of thei+ length. 
B Only one link may be used in the spiderweb network between any 
two nodes. 
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The linear graph results provide an interesting contrast to the BPR 
predictions in some cases. When the equivalent distance concept was 
used in mod~ling the route components, it is seen that the results 
appear to compare slightly better with the actual volumes than did the 
modified BPR predictions. Tne predicted trip volumes appear to be 
unusually high for the Tulsa region, however. This is due in part to 
the high conductance (low impedance) of th.is destination component. 
Tulsa appears as a sizable "sink" for trips emanating in the zones 
adjacent to zone 1, The large variations in predicted volumes on the 
various :route components are a result of the exaggerated effects of the 
distance squared factor in the high.way component equations.' To this 
extent both the BPR and linear graph models seem to have a weakness. 
Perhaps a model which placed considerable weight on the effects of con-
gestion in urban areas would yield better results. 
The use of total operating cost as a measure of travel impedance 
had a smoothing effect on the wide ranged projections of both the equiv-
alent distance linear graph model and the modified BPR model. This is a 
result of the surprisingly little difference in actual travel costs 
over many dissimilar route sections in the network. This smoothing 
tends to mak,e the attraction indices of the destination areas become 
more important in the assignment process than the impedance of the 
travel paths, Thus, routes entering regions with large attraction indi-
ces carry a large percentage of the traffic generated in the study area. 
Sununary 
This chapter has been devoted, to the development o.f the Modified 
BPR model for the study area, to permit a comparison of the results of 
its application with those obtained from the linear graph theoretic 
approac~ pre$enteg in Chapters III a,nd IV. 
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The description of each phase of the modified BPR procedure should 
supply the reader with a basic understanding of·the intercity travel 
model mo$t widely used and acceptep today. The results of the linear 
graph theoretic approach and the development of an equivalent distance 
factor and travel cost factors for the highway network compare quite 
f~vorably with the modified BPR prediction for the study area. Mo~t 
important is the distinction between the traffic assignment procedure 
employed by each techniq~e. The systems model distributes trips on a 
minimum energy fashion while the BPR procedure employs the less satis-
!ying all ... or .. nothing ast11ignment. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
This thesis has been devoted to the modeling of intercity travel 
through the application of analysis techniques of linear graph theory. 
This approach has lead to a rigorous examination of the effects of high-
way design and condition and travel costs on traffic distribution 
patterns. The proqlems of trip generation, trip distribution and traf-
fic assignment have been approached through the common linear graph 
analysis method. The determination of the transportation network char-
acteristics has follo~ed a general systematic procedure; namely: 
(1) An establishment of a mathematic description of the relevant 
characteristics of the system components expressed in terms 
of measurements. 
(2) An establishment in mathematical form and in terms of 
measurements, from a knowledge of the component character-
istics and their mode of interc~nnection, the characteristics 
of the system; i.e., a mathematical modea of the system. 
As a review of the literature progressed,the need for an accurate 
me~ of the negative aspects of the travel phenomena became apparent. 
Several researchers pointed out the need for further study into the 
effects of "traffic quality" variables on trip-making behavior. The 
necessity for accurate component models in the linear graph theory 
7J 
approach makee this approach especially applicable to intercity travel 
patterns, frevious studies hav~ concluded that aQtual travel time and 
travel cost are the most important deterring para.meters in detennining 
travel behavior. :Both cost and time ~re directly related to the design 
and condition of the highway system. 
The general branch formulation tecontque of linear graph theory was 
modified in the numerical solution of the highw~y travel model. This 
modification resulted from an unusual application ?f the Superposttion 
Principle to the network problem. The components modeled were all de-
fined as linear two terminal components, Although there is neither a 
restriction to consideration of only a two terminal component or linear 
components in the linear graph approach in general, The use of the wo~d 
"linear" in linear gf;'a,ph theory is derived from the word "line" and in 
no way precludes. the u~e of nonlinear dyna111ic component models in the 
systems analysis. 
The study area was chosen so as to be representative in both eco-
nomic and demographic respects ~f the southwest region. Although the 
region was considered as a closed are~ for the purposes of this study, 
there is no such limitation to the analysis procedure presented here. 
The effects of zones which are external to any given study area may be 
easily inco:rporated into the model and would greatly enhance its 
validity. 
T):le components defined in the study were: . (:JJ origin area com.-
pohents, (2) highway l~nk components, and (J) destination area compo-
nents. The grigin areas wer~ modeled as through variable drivers of 
known magnitudes. The highway link.s were modeled as two terminal pas~ 
sive elementij. The conductance ot each link being tak.en as inversely 
related to a measure of its equivalent distance. The equivalent dis-
tance of each component was obtained from data representing the design 
and condition of the link, The highway link components were also 
modeled with total travel cost chosen to refleqt the impedance of each 
link. The destination area components were modeled as two terminal 
passive elements whose conduction was taken to be directly related to 
the personal income generated within the area. 
The numerical solution procedure allowed f~r the consideration of 
each origin area sequentially, with the actual travel predicted on any 
given link being the absolute sum of trips contributed by all origins 
acting together. 
The modified BPR model developed and tested by Basore et al. (4:) 
was . ii:np,lement'ed for tne study area considered in this thesis. Tne 
results of the BPR model were compared with those obtained through the 
linear graph tneory approacn. The results of tnese simulations still 
leaves one with dissatisfaption conqerning the ability of any given 
model to adequately explain all phases of travel behavior. Tne system 
theory method does, however, intuitively e~plain many of the areas of 
we~ness of the modified BPR approach. 
Conclusions 
The primary objective of the research reporte? on here was to 
develop a model of intercity travel flow which accurately included the 
effects of travel impedance. The justification for this research and 
for further research into the application of linear graph tneory to 
problems of traffic forecasting can be evaluated on the basis of the 
following conclusions: 
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(1) Models of this type have many adva.ntages. The parameters 
which influence travel patterns can be better understood 
through testing and evaluation in a mathematical model. 
A procedure for keeping the model up ta date can be de-
vised wqich will make periodic tests and adjustments 
possible. 
(2) The complex interactions of travelers, facilities, origins, 
and destinations cannot be simply stated in equation form 
without formulation techniques such as linear graph theory. 
(J) Through the use of linear graph theory, it is possible to 
establish a mathematical model of the relevant physical 
9haracteristics of system components in terms of measure-
ments. 
(4) A mathematical model of the system can be formulated in 
terms of the characteristics of the components and their 
mode of interconnection. 
(?) Changes in system parameters can be made easily without 
disturbing the principles of the technique. 
(6) The linear graph approach provides for a balanced flow 
between origins and destinations. (In contrast, the BPR 
loading program assigns traffic on an all-or-nothing basis.) 
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The novelty in the approach, i.e., the system theory approach, has 
been the introduction of the modified Supe:rposi tion P:dnciple. It has 
numerous possible extensions and applications in general problems of 
distribution lo!:)istics, and has been shown to oe a useful and meaningful 
extension of network theory in the analysis of transportation systems. 
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The applicability of this procedure is limited only by the memory 
size of the computers used to compute the necessary matrix inverses and 
perform the matrix multiplications required in the solution procedure. 
Although this would have been a considerable weakness in the possibility 
of extension 6f the model to higher order systems a few years ago, ad~ 
vances in computer technqlogy and matrix manipulation techniques have 
overcome any such deficiencies. 
An interesting conclusion is drawn when comparing the linear graph 
model with the intervening opportunities model presented in the litera-
ture review. By its inherent nature, the linear graph approach includes 
the effect of intervening opportunities in a deterministic way. That 
;is, travelers select links according to the relative path impedance, not 
on an all-or-nothing basis. They are allowed to drop off at any desti-
nation along any link-route in a proportion determined by this relative 
resistance of th,e various paths i:lS seen from that point. The model was 
not formulated with this specific objective in view, however. The aim 
at first was to model the highway link components correctly by accurate 
reflect~on of the effects of highway design, condition, and travel 
costs. 
Since the model requires only the trip volume magnitudes at each 
origin zone as input data, the number of rather e:ic;peni;;i ve and time con-
suming origin and destination surveys needed for intercity travel analy-
sys may be reduced. After calibration of the model from 0/D data only 
highway trip counters would be needed to provide analysis data for th,e 
model. These counters could be placed on all major routes leaving any 
particular origin area. 
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Finally, the principal contribution of this study has been the 
demonstration that the use of linear graph theory bas considerable prom-
ise in the anslysis of intercity transportation systems. The method of 
formulation is such that the relevant phys~cal characteristics of the 
system components may be easily obtained in terms of actual measure~ 
ments. This is of.' :i;>articular consequence when the parameter values must 
be derived from empirical data aa was demonstrated by the development of 
the equivalent distance concept as a measure of route impedance. The 
equivalent distance function was developed to relate the design and con• 
dition of a roadway impeding effect on trip~m~ing activity. The traf~. 
fie flows along the route components obtained from the linear graph 
apvroach compared favorably with results obtained from the modified 
BPR procedure. 
Recommendations, fol:' Further Re$earch 
There are a number of desirable investigations and extensions re.-
lated to this research that could be considered. These investigations 
might include: 
(1) a test of the model in another study area; 
(2) a consideration of the use of time-varying impedance and 
attraction parametersi 
(3) a sensitivity analysis of the ef:t:ects of changes in the 
parameter adjustment (calibration) constants; 
(~) an application of the model for specific trip purposes; 
(5) a study of the effects of alternate impedance functions 
for the highway link components and destination components; 
(6) an application of the m~del to studies Qf modal split 
analysis, where the path eonductance would correspond 
tQ the attractivenes$ Qf alternate ~ran~port modes; and 
(7) an inclusion of the effects of through traffic in the 
a.rialysis of intercity travel. 
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Before realistic tests of the model may be extended, improvements 
must be made in the type of data collected for transportation analysis. 
Data must be collected with the view in mind that it will provide 
an~ers to specitic queitions about the travel phenomena. The fonnula-
tion of rigorous mathematical models leads to such questions. 
(2) 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE S'(JFFICIENCY RATING DATA 
TABLE VI 
SUFFICIENCY RATING REPORT 
OKLAHOMA STA TE HIGHWAYS · PLANNING DIVIS!ON • SUFFICIENCY RATING REPOR1 JULY 1, 1968 (0.\·il·AISSl~(Q O!STRtCl l COUNH lULSA ll I c~,.·· l Food~,, R1ad ..... a,- Of 8,idii• I 4ver .•. Cur\ or Ro!i"tt :: C" X St.,dr.ice ..- Bfid~ Sh to -:. ->"'~- -· -1! .. LJ a. ,._ ---~---~- ---- ·I·-~-~- -. ! ~ ~:,.,:~:.' ;-,:;~:~ 
... 
l 2 Ul69 12 34 
12Ul69 7234 
l 2 Ul6? 7?-H 
l 2 Ul69 72 34 
l 2 IJl69 72 34 
1 2 Ul69 72-34 
l 2 SOll 72··36 
l 2 SCll 72 ·36 
1 2 <.cu 12 36 
2 2 SOll 72·3b 
22S0ll 72·}6 
2 zlscll n--36 
2 z· SCll 7l 36 
l 1 SOI l 72··36 
l l sou 12. 16 
l I SCll 72 36. 
l l SOll 72 36 
l l SOil 72-3& 
l l SOll 12· 36 
l I s CI l 72 3!> 
l l SC ll 12 36 
l I SGll 12 36 
1 1 SCll 12· 36 
11 Sr.ti ll36 
I I ~Cl) 12 JI, 
l l SOtl 17 16 
l l 50ll 72-36 
l l S<lll 72· 31, 
I llSOII 7?·3& 
l I SOl l 72-36 
l I SC ll 7 2 lb 
l l SCll l72 V, 1 1 SOI I 72··36 
l l SCI 1 17··3<> 
l l SOil 72··36 
1 l SC 11 72-Jb 
~ ! ~~~ ! ~ '~~=!~ 
" B,,,J..,,. 
,·,h-.or,1,,,,. 
XOOl 
010 
xozo 
X028 
XO}?. 
X03S 
000 
xozo 
038 
0 ]'I 
X039 
040 
XOH 
1._!_ri1,th 
Rwol 
67 
2.80 
7V, 
S45 
)61 
44', 
3.80 
llO 
l<IAfOC 
047 3.70 
X04 7 42 
XC6} 22 
X065 22 
XO 71 33 
0791 1.00 
X079,· 405, X084 . 32 
06'1 P(RR't 
093 · Z.80 
Xl 12 ltt 
Xll'>j 161 
121 fULSA 
Xl21 
1131 
XI 311 
14l 
Xl't l 
X146 
Xl49 
"" l Xl55 Xl5l 
Xl67 
000 ULSA 
SOURCE: Reference (44) 
Urban 
.14 
.OB 
4S 
I 
·g, 
... o I 
2.00 
21 
2.60 
111 
61 
.30 
o.; 
T r•f 
-
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
'• 4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
,. 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
s 
5 
., 
1 
7 
7 
7 
12 
12 
12 
l2 
12 
12 
l2 
,,.. •;~. :u i' 1; 1 ~ 1 l J i 1 ~11 .. ~ ,, tC ~: k .i. ~~ 
200 XOH 24 16 11 48 01 ) 1 I 02 10 
900 4222 22 3 4 60 54 2 01 3 0 3 04 06 
900 X0l2 22 16 72 54 07 ) l 03 10 
900 XOl2 22 16 13 5,. 07 3 I 03 10 
900 XO}l 22 16 72 S4 01 3 I OJ 10 
900 )(032 22 16 70 54 01 3 1 03 10 
950 7011 16 3 4 3[ 36 1 08 2 0 3 04 10 
950 X032 15 10 36 36 08 2 l 03 10 
800 7011 18 3 4 43 57 I 08·2 (, 3 C7 IC 
000 7011 24 4 59 65 l 06 2 0 3 07 10 
000 XOH 20 lb 61 65 '.)8 2 I 05 10 
000 7011 24 3 ll bl 65 l n 4 0 6 08 10 
000 XOH 28 15 89 65 21 4 2 02 lO 
700 9670 24 3 B 611 48 l 02 4 ;, 1, 04 lO 
700 X02!1 44 20 95 48 02 4 Z 05 10 
700 X028 40 20 'll 46 02 4 2 OS 10 
100 1xo211 40 20 91 48 02 4 2 05 10 
700 X028 4G 20 93 48 02 4 2 03 10 
900 7011 
22 j2 8 52 30 3 02 4 2 4 04 10 900 XC32 26 20 81 30 02 4 ,: (d lC· 
900 X028 36 20 89 30 02 4 2 0'> 10 
')00 1011 22 J 8 67 60 2. oz ,. z 4 04 10 
000 70ll 22 2 8 50 70 l 02 4 2 4 O't IC 
000 X028 32 20 84 ,?8 02 .4 2 {,5 lC 
000 XOH 26 20 80 28 Ol 4 l OJ 10 
000 71,10 48 4 t.O 50 ) c'2 4 l 7 09 10 
000 50 2l 4 5 OJ l(· 
000 '.>O 22 ,. 6 03 JO 
000 X026 41 70 08 50 l2 4 I 0; 10 
600 7670 48 4 68 5? 3 22 4 / 7 09 10 
800 52 22 ,. I., c ;I lO 
'>2 22 4 l 0} l 1; 
52 22 4 5 OJ 10 
800 52 7.2 4 2 03 10 
BOO 52 22 4 6 CJ ! (' 
800 X031 50 20 93 52 22 ,, 5 Ol 10 
800 X03l 40 20 85 52 22 4 l 05 10 
300 7011 36 'i 78 2 I 
395 
--
f stt~t•II ,,.,..,o.,.~flt' Cut in T°l .... u"'is 
~-----
Cro4e & eu.&. ~'W& 
o,.uo Sv,f•.::•. 
"''-
S-tnrKt.,.e ToMI 
59 59 
157 194 95 446 
145 l'-5 
350 350 
232 232 
285 285 
322 't 18 152 $92 
169 169 
12 15 5 32 
1 9 4 20 
17 26 5 48 
29 29 
895 984 t, l I 285 2.575 
1111 13 7l 242 2b6 77 69b 
73 73 
97 106 44 31 278 
678 71.5 311 216 1,9SJ 
't',8 1,48 
260 582 2.1,9z J,.H4 
lb9 · H,'l 
169 169 
537 SH 
338 757 5 .112 6, 207 
lbO ll>O 
207 207 
156 Uo 
62 t.2 
261 267 
169 169 
0:, 
Vl 
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Program SOLVE 
This program was used to construct the branch equation matrix for 
the highway system described in the system linear graph of Figure 5, and 
to solve for the destination through variables. These results were used 
to obtain values for the route through variables. The program is 
written in Fortran IV and was executed via remote terminal operation on 
the cpc JJOO computer at Oregon State Univers~ty. In addition to the 
program, the following data cards were used: 
1 card, constants k1, k2, ks 
25 cards, destination attraction indices (tatal personal income) 
50 cards, equivalent distance and cost values for the highway links 
25 cards, a list of passive elements in each fundamental cutset, 
with signs, first entry number of elements in cutset for 
control of DO loops 
25 cards, a list of origin trip entries in the Y vector. 
This data has been presented in tabular form earlier in this thesis 
and will not be repeated here. Statement number 11 was modified for the 
calculation of the impedance of the route components on a cost basis. 
The EDIT mode of operation was used in executing the program on the 
remote terminal. This allows for changes to be made in either the 
source deck or the data as the program steps are executed. This is an 
important feature since each node is to represent both an origin area 
and a destination during separate runs of the program. 
' The matri:x; inversion subroutine MATINV was adapted from the 
Computer Center Library. Several matrix inversion subroutines were 
available but this particular one was recommended by Mr. George Lewis 
of the Computer Center as the most accurate. 
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Two measures of numerical accuracy were used, both rule-of-thumb, 
since for larger order systems it would not be feasible to compute Gcr- 1 
and compare it to the unit matrix. The first check was the size of the 
determinant of G. This determinant is computed as a normal feature of 
MATINV. 60 It was typically on the order of 10 for the constants chosen, 
a large value which precludes tne likelihood of calling for a division 
by a small number. The second che·ck was the applic1:1tion of the outset 
postulate at the reference node of the graph. Here, at each step, one 
origin "leaves" and all destinations "enter" and, thus, the destination 
trip predicted should equal the total of the origin trips generated. 
While it is not possible to state conclusively that the numerical error 
of any particular entry of the inverse or ~ny particular destination or 
route volume computation is zero, it seems reasonable to expect any such 
error to be within 3 to 4 percent. A listing of program SOLVE:is given 
in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
LISTING OF P~OGR.4M SOLVE 
*JOB,[71053],[ELEN],[OWEN D OSBORNE] 
COPY,O=SOLVE 
PROGRAM SOLVE 
DIMENSION G(25,26),KUTSET(251 16),E(75),CClfS(2) 1.ATT(25) 1 DlF(25) 
$1 PCT(25) 
COMMON G,KUTSET 
READ(60,105) CONS(l),1=11 3 
105 FORMAT(15X,3F5.0) 
WRITE(61,300) CONS(l),1=1 1 3 
300 FORMAT-(15H CONSTANTS ARE 1 3F7.3///) 
c 
C READ MATRIX E FROM CARDS 
c 
DO 10 1=1,25 
READ(60,100),ATTR 
100 FORMAT(11X,F4.1) 
10 E(l)=CONS(l)*ATTR 
WRITE(61,301) 1,E(I),1=1,25 
301 FORMAT (2611ATTRACTION OF DESTINATION ,12,ltB, lS,",'17·.4/) 
DO 11 1=26, 75 
READ(60,101) C,DEQ,D 
101 FORMAT(15X,3F4.3) 
11 E(l)=CONS(2)/D*DEQ 
WRITE(61,400)1,E(I),I=26,75 
400 FORMAT(6H LINK 1 13,lOH VALUE IS ,F7.4/) 
c 
C READ IN CUTSETS 
c 
READ(60 1 103) (KUTSET(l,J),Ja(,16),1•1,25 
103 FORM ·.T( 1 lX, 1614) 
c 
C BUILD DIAGONAL ELEMENT OF MATRIX C FRCII ARRAY E 
c 
c 
00 40 1=1, 25 
00 20 J=l,25 
20 G(I,J)=O 
Nl=KUTSET(I,1)+1 
DO 23 J=2,N1 
M=KUTSET(l,J) 
IF(M)21,991,22 
21 G(I,l)=C(l,I)+E(~M) 
GO TO 23 
22 G(I,I)=G(I,I)+E(M) 
23 CONTINUE 
C BUILD OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF MATRIX• uPPER TRIANGLE <IILY 
c 
JJ=I+l 
00 40 J=JJ,25 
N2=KUTSET(J 1 1)+1 
KSW=O 
00 40 K=2,N1 
DO 40 L=2,N2 
IF(KUTSET(I,K)-KUTSET(J,L))J0,321 30 
30 1F(KUTSET(I,K)+KUTSET(J,L))40,32,40 
32 KPROD1 = KUTSET(l,K)*KUTSET(J,L) 
IF(KSW)33,34,33 
33 IF(KPROD1*KPROD)9921 9921 35 
34 KSW-1 
89 
KPROIM<PROD1 
35 H=KUTSET(I 1K) 
IF(M)36,37 1 37 
36 H,..·M 
37 IF(KPROD)38 1 391 39 
38 G(I,J)=G(I 1 J)•E(M) 
GO TO 40 
39 G(l 1 J)=G(I,J)+E(M) 
40 CONTINUE 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
c 
c nLL IN LOWER TRIANGLE or MATRIX G 
c 
DO 41 I=-1 1 25 
N1=1+1 
DO 41 J=N 1, 25 
41 G(J,I)=G(I,J) 
WR1TE(61,201)(G(I,J),J•1,5) 1 I~l,5 
201 FORMAT(5(5Sl7.10/)) 
READ(60,104)G(l,26),1•1,25 
104 FORMAT(15X,F8.0) 
CALL MATINV (G1 25,G(l 1 26),1,DETERH) 
WRITE(61,201)(G(I,J) 1 J=1,5),1=1,5 
c 
C PREMULTIPLY BY MATRIX D 
c 
SUM=O 
DISC=O 
PCTO=O 
DO 70 1=1,25 
70 DIF(I)=O 
DO 60 1=1,25 
READ(60,600)ATT(I) 
600 FORMAT(15X,F8.0) 
G(I,26)=G(I,26)*E(I) 
SU¥.=SUM+G(I, 26) 
DIF(I)=G(I,26)-ATT(I) 
DISC=DISC+DIF(l) 
PCTO=PCTo+PCT(I) 
60 WRITE(61,200)I,E(l),G(I,26),DIF(I),PCT(I) 
200 FORMAT(13H o:::sTINATION,12,1411 ATTRACTION• ,F7.4,9H TRIPS• ,no.o 
$,lOH ERROR IS ,F10.0,11H PCT OUT •,15.0/) 
WRITE(61,500)SUM,DISC 
500 FORMAT(7H SUM a ,2(E20.10)///) 
WRITE(61,700)PCTO 
700 FORHAT(8H PCTO = ,FS.0//) 
WRITE(61,202)DETERM 
202 FORMAT(12HODETERMINANT,,E20.10) 
GO TO 999 
c. 
C ERROR ROUTINES 
c 
991 WRITE(61,901)1,J 
901 FORMAT(15H1ERROR ON CARD ,13,27H OF CUTSET. ELEMENT INDEX •,12, 
$9H IS ZERO.///) 
GO TO 999 
992 WRITE(61,902) I,J 
902 FORMAT( 16AU:RROR ON CAIU>S 1 131 58 AND ,13,318 OF CUTSET. SIGIIS DO N 
$OT AGREE.///) 
999 CONTINUE 
90 
RETURN 
END 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE MATINV(A,N,B,M,DETERM) 
c 
DIMENSION A(2S,25),B(25,1),IPIVOT(25),INDEX(25,2) 1 PIVOT(25) 
C lNTIALIZATION 
c 
10 DETERN=l. 0 
15 DO 20 J=l,N 
20 IPIVOT(J)=O 
30 DO 550 1=1,N 
c 
C SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT 
c 
40 Af!AX=O. 0 
45 DO 105 J=1,N 
50 IF (IPIVOT(J)-1) 60, 105, 60. 
60 DO 100 K=1,N 
70 IF (IPIVOT(K)-1) 80, 100, 740 
80 IF (ABSF(AMAX)MABSF(A(J,K))) 85, 1001 100 
85 IROW=J . 
90 ICOLUM=K 
95 AMAX=A(J,K) 
100 CONTINUE 
105 CONTINUE 
· 110 IPIVOT(ICOLUM)=IPIVOT(ICOLUM)+l 
c 
C INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 
c 
130 IF (IROW-ICOLUM) 140, 260, 140 
.140 DETERM=·DETERM 
150 DO 200 L=l,N 
160 SWAP=A(IROW,L) 
c 
170 A(lROW,L)=A(ICOLUM,L) 
200 A(ICOLUM,L)=SWAP 
205 IF(M) 260, 260, 210 
210 DO 250 L=l, M 
220 SWAP=B(lROW,L) 
230 B(IROW,L)=B(lCOLUM,L) 
250 B(ICOLUM,L)=SWAP 
260 INDEX(I,l)=IROW 
270 INDEX(I,2)=ICOLUM 
310 PIVOT(l)=A(ICOLUM,ICOLUM) 
320 DETERM=DETERM*PIVOT(I) 
C DIVIDE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENT 
c 
330 A(ICOLUM,ICOLUM)=l.O 
340 DO 350 L=l,N 
350 A(ICOLU:-1, L)=A( ICOLlJM, L) /PIVOT(!) 
355 IF(M) 380, 380, 360 
360 DO 370 L=l,M 
370 B(ICOLUM,L)=B(ICOLUM,L)/PIVOT(l) 
c 
C REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS 
c 
380 DO 550 Ll=l,N 
390 IF(Ll-ICOLUM) 400, 550, 400 
400 T=A(L1,ICOLUM) 
91 
420 A(Ll,ICOLUM)-0.0 
430 DO 450 L=1,N 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
450 A(Ll,L)=A(Ll,L)-A(ICOLUM,L)*T 
455 IF(M) 550, 550, 460 
c 
460 DO 500 L=l,H 
500 V(Ll,L)=B(Ll,L)•B(ICOLUM,L)*T 
550 CONTINUE 
C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 
c 
600 DO 710 1=1,N 
610 L=N+l-1 
, 620 IF (INDEX(L,1)-INDEX(L,2)) 630. 710, 630 
630 JROW=INDEX(L,1) 
640 JCOLUN=INDEX(L, 2) 
650 DO 705 K=l,N 
660 SWAP=A(K,JROW) 
670 A(K,JROW)~(K,JCOLUM) 
700 A(K,JCOLUM)=SWAP 
705 CONTINUE 
710 CONTINUE 
740 RETURN 
750 END 
CALL,4. 
i.UN. 
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9.3 
Program OWEN 
This program was used to solve for the spiderweb loads using the 
modified BPR approach. The program is written in modular form machine 
language and was executed on the IBM SYSTEM J60 MODEL 65 computer at 
Oklahoma State University. Disk data sets replaced the original mag~. 
netic files used to store the outputs of each step in the program. The 
program was executed in seven steps as shown in Figure 7. A listing of 
the execution cards and data cards for the 25 node spiderweb network 
problem is shown in Table VIII. The sub-program BLDTT was written in 
Fortran IV and is shown in this.Appendix. Sample standard format out-
puts for the 25 node spiderweb network are shown in Tables X, XI, XIII, 
and XIV. 
TABLE VIII 
LISTING OF PROGRAM OWEN 
//OWFN JOA 110652,499-44-8290,1,,,9001,3),'0WEN D OS80RNE 1 ,CLASS•B 
l•RCUTF PRINT HOLD 
1/JCBLIR OD OISP=OLD, 
II O~N=OSU.ACT10652.CHAP 
IISTF.POl EXEC PGM=BLDSPWlhTIME-"l,10),REGION•30K 
IIDFNTAPE 00 svsour~A 
IINWRCOO DD OISP=OLO, 
II OSN=OSU.ACT10652.SPNET 
/IS'1SIN DD * 
PAR,25,25,8,0 
GO 
l 1624 2496 TULSA 
2 1625 2534 BARTLESVILLE 
3 1685 2544 Ml AM l 
4 1616 24<;6 SAN SPRGS 
5 1662 2506 PRYOR 
6 1627 2538 DEWEY 
7 1637 2488 BROKEN ARROW 
8 l6b7 2528 VIN! TA 
9 1645 2506 CLAREMORE 
10 1634 2508 COL'VILL 
11 1625 2508 SKIATOOK 
12 1646 2532 NOW AT A 
l~ 1633 2502 OWASSO 
14 1691 2515 JAY 
15 1624 2487 JENK$ 
16 163C 2480 BIXBY 
l7 1686 2548 COMMERCE 
lF! 160 l 2528 P 'HUSKA 
1 <; 1654 2520 CHELSA 
20 1680 2532 AFTON 
21. 1602 2511 HOMlNY 
22 l 582 2525 FAIRFAX 
23 1597 2503 CLEVELAND 
24 158 l 2508 PAWNEE 
25 1614 2523 BARNSDALL 
ENO 
l 4 7 9 11 13 15 
2 6 11 12 18 25 
3 8 17 20 
4 15 23 
5 8 9 14 
7 9 13 15 
8 9 lZ 14 19 20 
9 10 12 13 19 
10 ll 12 13 
11 21 25 
12 19 
14 19 20 
15 16 
18 21 22 25 
21 22 23 25 
22 24 
23 24 
ENO 
I/STEP02 EXEC PGM=FMTSPWB,TIME=(,10),REGION~20K 
I IC FNT />PE OD SYSOUT=A 
//NloRCOl IJO O[SP=OLO, 
II OSN=DSU.ACT10652.SPNET 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
IISTFPC3 EXEC "PGM=BLOSPTR,TIME 2 1~10J,REGION•25K 
IIOPNTAPE DO SVSOUT=A 
IINWRCOI OD DISP=OLO, 
II OSN=OSU.ACT10652.SPNET 
//PATHSO OD OISP=OLD, 
II DSNa0SU.ACT10652.TREES 
//SVSIN DO * 
TNALL 
EOOC6 . 
IISTEP04 EXEC PGM•FMTSPTR,TIMEzf,lOl,REGION•25K 
IIDFNTAPE DO SVSOUT=A 
/IP A TH SI DD O I SPzOLO, 
II OSN•OSU.ACT10652.TREES 
1/SVSI N DD * 
C 25 
T 1 
E 
25 
2 
8 
3 5 8 12 18 21 
//STEP05 EXEC PGM•BLOTT,REGION•99K,TIME•C,151 
l/FT05F001 DO * 
,s 1 1 
1 36.11 
2 36.44 
3 36.53 
4 36.ll 
5 36.19 
6 36.47 
7 36 .04 
8 36.39 
<; 36.20 
10 36.21 
11 36. 21 
12 36.42 
13 36.16 
14 36.27 
15 36.03 
16 35.57 
17 36.56 
18 36.39 
19 36.32 
20 36.42 
21 36.24 
22. 36.36 
23 36. 17 
24 36.21 
25 36.34 
O TT 
0 1.0 
96.00 
95.59 
94.54 
96.08 
95 .19 
95.56 
95.46 
<)5.13 
95.37 
95.49 
95.58 
95.36 
9'i. 5 0 
94.48 
95.59 
95.53 
94.53 
96.24 
95 .21 
94.59 
96.23 
96.45 
96.28 
96.46 
96.10 
IIFTOoFOOl OD SYSOUT=A 
IIFTC8FOOl DD DISP=OLO, 
II DSN=OSU.ACT10652.TT1, 
1202. 4 
131.5 
40.3 
40.3 
39.5 
36.3 
34.0 
28.6 
23.0 
20.6 
20.4 
18.8 
18.5 
17 .6 
17.3 
17 .z 
15.2 
14.4 
13.8 
12.2 
10.9 
9.7 
9.5 
9.2 
9.1 
II OCB=IRECFM=VB,LRECL•3500, 
II BLKSIZE=3504) 
IISTEP06 EXEC PGM=LDSPWB,REGIQNa40K,TIME•l,151 
/IDFNTAPE DO SYSOUT=A 
/IPATHSI DD DISP=OLO, 
II OSN=OSU.ACT10652.TREES 
IITRIPSI DD DISP=OLO,OSN•OSU.ACT10652.TT1 
I/NWRCOI OD OlSP•OLO, 
II OSN=OSU.ACT10652.SPNET 
//NkRCOO DO DISPa(NEW,PASSJ, 
95 
'I'ABLE VIIl (Continued) 
II 
II 
1/SY'i IN 
Nl07 
Nl08 
VlA-A 
V2 
V2 
V2 
E 
OSN•&&LDN~T,UNfT•DISK,SPACE•CTRK,10), 
OCA~IRFCFM=VBS,LRECL•84,8LKSIZE•1000t 
OD •, DCB=BLKS tlE•80 
VOLAR 10 1-4 
VOLBA 11 1-lt 
12 16 
LOCVABl 12 
LOCVAB2 16 
RESERVE 
92 2 
94 2 
96 76 
12 
16 
VOL A TO 8 FIRST LOAD 
VOL B TO A FIRST LOAD 
VOLUME A-8 FIRST LOAD 
VOLUME 8-A FIRST LOAD 
19 WORDS 
IISTEP07 EXEC PGM2FMTSPLD,REGION•30K,TIME•C,151 
IINhRCDI OD DISP•COLO,OELETEI, 
II OSN2&&LDNET 
IIOFNTAPE 00 SYSOUT•A 
//SYSI N DO * 
L03 TOTAL LOAD 
e 
II 
96 
97 
Program BLDTT 
This program computes the predicted tw()-.way trips between each pair 
of nodes for a given network and writes a disk file that is compatible 
with the LDS:rWBprogram, In addition, the subroutine OUTPUT writes a 
standard format upper triangle trip table·matrix. The output subroutine 
was written with the assistance of John and Fred Witz. The listing for 
the 25 node spiderweb network is shown in Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
LISTING OF PROGRAM BLDTT 
1/0WF.N JOB I l0652,4(J9-44-8290,l ,,,9001,3J ,•OWEN O OSBORNE',CLASS•8 
II EHC FORTGCLG 
//FCRT.SYSIN DO* 
COMMON NR,N,NP,NNllOOl,.IDENll l0::>1,IOEN211001,Nl ,N2,Ml ,MZ,Gl ,G2, 
II Al,A2,C(l00,100l,F(lOO,lOOl,Fl(l00,1001,DllOOl,PZClOOt, 
SSC lCOl ,SZ(iOOI ,Wlll001,W211001 
DIMENSION AllOOl,BllOOl,AR(lOOt,BRClOOl,MTABClOO) 
c 
C SPECIFY GRAVITY MODEL PARAMETERS FOR OUTPUT SUBROUTINE 
c 
c 
fliPsZ5 
Glz440. 
Ml:a l 
f\il:s 1 
Al .. z. 78 
REAOl5,10) N,JKL,NR,NOTTO,TRPMU 
10. FORMAT(4f5,Fl0.3J 
WRITE(6,131 
13 FORMATl//lY.,'GRAVITV MODEL USED TO GENERATE TRIP TABLE'> 
WRITEl6,201 
20 FORMAT(lH ,4HNOOE,2X,8HLATITUDE,2X,9HLONGITUDE,ZX,18HPERSONAL INC 
#OME MSI 
CC 30 KK=l,N 
R!:ADC 5,25) NO,DLAT,OLAT ,DLON,OLON,EP, 101, ID2 
25 FOR~AT (I5,4X,F2.0,lX,F2.0,5X,F3.0,lX,F2.0,2X,Fl2.4,33X,2A4) 
WRITEl6,351NO,DLAT,OLAT,DLDN,OLON,EP,ID1,ID2 
35 FORMAT(lH ,13,5X,F2.0,lX,F2.0,5X,F.3.0,lX,F2.0,5X,F9.1,BX,2A4J 
C CONVERS!ON OF NODE COORDINATES TO RADIANS 
c 
c 
COLAT: OLAT/60.0 
A(KKl = DLAT + OOLAT 
AR{KKl = A(KK)*3.l4159/l80.0 
DOLON = OLON/60.0 
BIKKl = DLON + DOLON 
AR(KKI = OIKKl*3.14159/180.0 
C ( KK) =PI 
NN( KKl = NO 
IDENl (KK )-= 101 
IDEN2!KK)2IOZ 
3C CONTINUE 
DC 50 I=l,N 
AI -= AR(I) 
Bl = BR ( l ) 
CO 50 J=l,I 
IF( I-J~ 40,45,40 
40 CONTINUE 
AJ = AR(J) 
BJ = BR(J) 
C CALCULATE GREAT CIRCLE JISTANCE BETWEEN NODES 
c 
X=SlNIAl)*S[N(AJl+COS(AI>*COS(AJl*COS(BI-BJI 
CIJ=3960.0*ATAN(SQRT(l.O-X**21/Xt 
GC TO 46 
45 CONTINUE 
CIJ: 100.0 
46 CONTINUE 
C(J,I)-.CIJ 
98 
·C 
c 
c 
50 
c 
c 
c 
51 
52 
53 
'" c c 
c 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
CALCULATE TRAVEL DEMANDS BETWEEN 
FCJ,11•440.•CDCll*DCJtl/CIJ**2o78 
SUM TRAVEL DEMANDS FOR EACH NOOE 
SC lJ •Oo O 
CO 51 J•2,N 
SIU•Sfl,.FU ,Jt 
KaN-1 
00 53 1 .. 2,K 
SCit•OoO 
L• l+l 
DO 52 J•L,N 
SI 1,-sc I J+FC 1,Jt 
M• 1-1 
00 53 J•l,M 
SI I l•SC I l+FC J,1 t 
SCNl•O.O 
MM•N-1 
DO 54 J•l,MM 
SCN)•SCN)+FCJ,Nt 
CREATE TWO-WAY 
DO 120 l•l ,N 
DO 115 J•l,1 
TRIP ,TABLE 
NODES 
FCJ, 1 l•FC J, U/Ze 
115 Fll,JI .. FCJ,U 
120 CONTINUE 
c 
C WRITE TRIP TABLE 
c 
NPURP:.O 
CO 150 1•1,N 
K=l 
CO 145 J•l,N 
P,l =F Cl , JI 
IFPH) 123, 122, 123 
123 K=K+l 
121 ~TABIK)•(J*262144l+M1 
NWD=K 
122 CONTINUE 
1't5 CONTINUE 
NZON=f*65536 
WRlTE(8,1251 NWO,NPURP,NZON,IMTABILl,L•2,NWOI 
125 FORMATIA4,2A2,95A4) 
150 CONTINUE 
CALL OUTPUT 
WR I TE I 6, 2 00 I 
200 FORMAT(////1X, 1 BUILD TRIP TABLE COMPLETE') 
CALL EXIT -
FND 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
REAL LAF,LAP 
LOGICAL ~AU2,MAU3,MAU4,MAV1,MAV2,MAV3,MAV4 
COMMON NR,N,NP,NNllOOI, IOENlllOOl,IOEN211001,Nl,N2,M1,M2,G1,G2, 
# Al,A2,0ll00,100),Flll00,100),F2Cl00,1001,PlClOOl,P211001, 
99 
.TABLE IX (Continued). 
#SlC1001,S2flOOJ,W1ClOOJ,W2ClOOJ 
or MENSI ON TAC 201 ,UA2 C 100, 100, ,UA3 (100, 100 I ,UA4 noo, 100.1, VAlC 1001, 
#VAZ C 100 1, VA 3( 100 t, VA4( l OOl, FM TN ( lOl ,F MTA ( l Ol ,HAS( l 01 
EQUIVALENCE CUA2,Dl,CUA3,Fll,CUA4,F21,CVAl,PlJ 
DATA FMTN/ 1 (4X,','13 ,•,•2x,•,• •,•x,•,•1or•,•F•,• 12.•,•1t•,•u 1 1 
DAT A FM TA/. Cl x' I ' I 2 A 4' • ' • I ' • • ' ' x ' • ' • l O ( • ' 'F ' ' I 12 •• ' ' 41 '. )J • I 
DATA HAS/ 1 2','14','261 , 1 38 1 , 1 50','62','74 1 , 1 86 1 , 1 98 1 ,•110'/ 
DATA HAB, HAl, HAZ, HA4/' ','1','2','4 1 / 
DATA HD, HFl, HF2, HPl, HP2, HWl, HWZ, HS1, HS2, HE,.HF 
# I '0' , • F 1 • , 1 F 2 • , • Pl 1 , 1 P2 1 , 1 W l ' , ' W 2 1 , • SL• , • 52 • , • E • 1 • F., 
1 FORMAT C • • J 
2 FORM,\TI 1 0' J 
3 FOR MA TC ·- • J 
'9 FOR"1ATC 1 1 1 I 
READ (5,101 LAR,LAF,LAP,MAU2,MAU3,MAU4,MAV1,MAV2,MAV3,MAV4,NAT 
10 FORMATCI l,2A1,4X,3Ll,1X,4Ll,121 
WRITEC6,'9I 
WRITEC6,3J 
IF(NAT.LE.OIGO TO 140 
on 13q I A•l ,NAT 
READ (5,131 (TA(JAl,JA•l,201 
13 FORMAT C20A41 
~RITEl6,141(TA(JAl,JA•l,20J 
lit FORMATC26X,20A41 
139 CONTINUE 
l'tO liRITE (6 ,31 
IF(t-.lP.EQ.01 NP•N 
WRITEC6,15J 
15 FORMAT (5X,'PROGRAM CONSTANTS1•1 
WRITF (6,161 NR,N,NP 
16 FORMAT(•-•,1ox,•Ru~,·.13,•;9,15,, NODES;tI5,• PRIH.\RY NOOES•J 
WRITE (6,171 HAl,Gl,Ml,Nl,Al 
17 FORMAT(•-•,1ox,•eQUATION •,Al, 1 1 G• 1 ,E15,e,•, M••, 15,•, N•'15, 
# ', A= 1 ,F5.21 
IF(LARoLE.OIGO TO 180 
WRITE (6,171 HA2,G2,M2,NZ,A2 
1ec HAUl•HAB 
HAU2•HD 
HAU3=HF1 
HAU4=HF2 
1-lAVl=HPl 
LAR=LAR+l 
GOTOl210,215,220J,LAR 
ZlO 00 214 IA•l,N 
VA2 ( I A J =Pl (I A J 
VA3( IAI =WU IAt 
214 VA4(1AJ=Sl(IAt 
~AVl=.TRUE. 
MAU4=.TRUE. 
1-'AVZ=HPl 
HAV3=HW1 
1-'AV42 HS l 
GO TO 225 
215 DO 219 IA=l,N 
VAZ( IAl=Wl( IAI 
VA3 ( I Al =P2(1At 
219 VA411A)=W.2l1At 
1-'AV2•HW1 
HAV3-HP2 
100 
HAV'•=HWZ 
GO TO 225 
220 CO 224 IA•liN 
VAZ( IA)=SZI JAi 
VA31 IA)-=P2( JAi 
224 VA4(1Al•W2(1AI 
HAV2=HSl 
HAV3=HP2 
~AV4=HS2 
225 IF(MAU2) HAU2•HAB 
IFIMAU3) HAU3=HA8 
IF I MAU4 J HAU4"'!HA8 
IFIMAVU HAVl=HAB 
IFIMAV2t HAV2•HAB 
IF(MAV31 HAV3•HAB 
IF(MAV4J HAV4-HAB 
IF(LAF.NE.HE) LAF•HF 
IFILAP.EQ.HABI LAP•HA~ 
FMTNI 7J•LAF 
FMTA(7'•LAF 
FMTN(91•LAP 
FMTA(9)•LAP 
l<AC2•0 
JAC2•(N+91 /10 
00 890 JAC• 1,JAC2 
FMTNl4)•HAS'1) 
FMTAI 41 •HA SC 1t 
KAC1•KAC2+1 
l<AC2 •KAC1+9 
IFIKAC2.GT.NIKAC2•N 
KAR.2•0 
IFIJAC.LE.l)GO TO 700 
JACM laJAC-l 
DO 599JAR=l,JACM1 
KARl=KAR2+1 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
KM2-=KAR1+9 
IFIJAR;GT.(NP+9)/10) GO TO 700 
WR I TEI 6,411 JAR ,JAC ,NR 
41 FORMATf'lPAGE •,12,•,•,12,5X,'RUN•,rn 
wR[TE 16,421 HAUl,HAVl 
42 FORMAT( 2X,A2, 3X,A2,2X,10( 5X,I3,4X) I 
WRITEl6,42) HAU2,HAV2,INNIKACJ,KAC=KAC1,KAC21 
WRITEl6,43) HAU3,HAV3,IIDENl(KACl,IDEN21KACl,KAC•KACl,KAC2) 
43 FORMAT(2X,A2,3X,A2,2X,10(ZX,2A4,2l0° I 
l,R(TE(6°,43) HAU4,HAV4 
DO 589 KAR=KAR1,KAR2 
WRtTEl6,21 
IFIMAUZ)GO TO 525 
wRITEl6,FMTN) NN(KAR),(UA21KAR,K~~l,KAC•KAC1,KAC2) 
GO TO 530 
525 WRITE (6,FMTN)NN(KARI 
530 IF(MAU3J GO TO 535 
WR IT E (6 ,FMT A) IDENll KAR J, IDEN2 (KAR J, IUA31KAR ,KACI ,KAC•KAC 1,KAC2) 
GO TO 540 
535 WRITEl6,FMTAJIDEN1CKARl,IOEN21KARJ 
540 IF(MAU4)GO TO 545 . 
WRITEl6,FMTAJHAV,HAB,CUA4CKAR,KACl,KAC•KACl,KAC2J 
GO TO 550 
545 WRITE C6,lJ 
101 
550 CONTINUE 
5ec; CONTINUE 
5q9 CONTINUE 
700 WRITEC6,411 JAC,JAC,NR 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
WRITE lb,421 HAUl,HAYl I 
WRITF(6,4ZI HAU2,HAV2,INNIKACJ,KAC•KAC1,KAC2) 
WRITEC6,43t HAU3,HAV3,CIDEN1CKACl,IDEN2CKACJ,KAC•KACl,KACZ) 
WRITEC6,431 HAU4,HAV4 
LAMZ•l 
IF( MAYZILAM2•2 
IF(~AU21LAM2=LAM2+2 
LAM3•1 
IFP1AY31 LAM3•2 
IF(MAU3JLAM3•LAM3+2 
LAM4•1 
IF(MAY4)LAM4•2 
IF(MAU4JLAM4•LAM4+2 
l<A•O 
DO 889 KAR•KAC1,KAC2 
KA•KA+l 
KARPl•KAR+l 
[F(KAR.LT.KAC21GO TO 809 
IF(LAM2~LE.2JLAM2•LAM2+2 
IFCLAM3iLEo21 LAM3•LAM3+2 
TF(l.AM4:.LE.21 LAM4•UM't+2 
809 FMTNl4J~HASCKAJ 
FMTA C 4) •HAS( KAI 
WRITE(6,l) 
IF(MAVl) GO TO 815 
~RITE(6,F~TAJ HAB,HAB,VAl(KARJ 
GO TC 820 
815 Wit I TE ( 6, lt 
820 GO TO (821,822,823,8241,LAMZ 
821 WRITEC6,FMTN)NN(KARJ,VA21KARJ,(UA2(KAR,KACl,KAC•KARP1,KAC2J 
GO TO 830 
822 FMTNl4l•HAS(KA+lt 
WRITE(6,FMTNINN(KARJ,CUA21KAR,KACJ,KAC•KARP1,KAC2t 
FMTN(4)=HAS(KA) 
GO TO 830 
823 WRITE(6,FMTNINNCKARI ,YA2(KARJ 
GO TO 830 
824 wRITE(6,FMTNJNN{KA~J 
8!C GO TOl83l,832,833,834f,LAM3 
831 WRITEl6,FMTAIIDENl(KARl,IOEN21KAR1,YA3(KARJ, 
# IUA3(KAR,KACJ, KAC • KARPl, KAC21 
GO TO 840 
832 FMTA(4l=HAS(KA+ll 
~RITE(6,FMTA) IDENl(KARl,IOEN2(KARl,CUA3(KAR,KACJ,KAC•KARP1,KAC2J 
F"'!TAl4l=HAS(KAJ 
GO TO 840 
8?3 W~ITEl6,FMTA)IOEN1(KAR),IOEN21KAR>,VA3(KARI 
GO TO 840 
834 ~RITE(6,FMTAI IDENl(KAR),IDEN2(KARI 
840 GO TO (84l,842,843,8441,LAM4 . 
841 WRITE(6,FMTA)HA8,HAB,VA4(KARJ,CUA41KAR,KACl,KAC•KARP1,KAC2) 
GO TO 850 
842 FMTA(4l=HASIKA+l) 
WRITEl6,FMTAJHAB,HAB,(UA~(KAR,KACJ,KAC•KARP1,KAC2J 
F:.tTA 141 •HAS( KAI 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
GO TO 850 
843 wqfTE(6,FMTA, HAB,HAB,VA4CKARa 
Gll TO 850 
844 ~RITE(6,U 
8 50 CON Tl NUE 
aaq CONTINUE 
sc;c CONTINUE 
NCF.LL•N-lO*IN/101 
NROW•S*NCELl.+10 
00 900 K•l,NROW 
900 WRITEC6,U 
RETURN 
END 
//GO.SYSIN DD • 
10,3 
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Program FOI?MAT SPIDERWEB NETWORK (F:MTSPWB) Output 
Table X gives the standard BPR record ef t~e 25 node spiderweb 
network. It includes the coordinates of each node by node number, the 
length and impedance of each link, and the design speed of the link. 
The coding of information on link coqnettion is interpreted as follows: 
in row one of Table X, node 1 - is connected to nodes 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 
15 with the length and impedance of each link 8, 15, 23, 12, 11, 9 
miles, respectively. The design speed for each link is 60 mph. 
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Program FORMAT SPIDERWEa TREES (FMTSPTR) 
Output 
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Table XI shows a listing of the standard format output for two 
arbitrarily selected trees of the 25 nQde spiderweb network. The mini-
mum distance paths are interpreted from the output listing as follows: 
in the tree from node 1 in T~ble XI, the first path begins at node 2, 
proceeds to node 11 and then to node 1; the sec<md path begins at node 
3, proceeds to node 8, then to node 9, and then to node 1, etc. 
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, TABLE XI 
OUTPUT LISTING OF PROGRAM (FMTSPTR) 
Ul!E FROM NOOI l TRU FROM NOD! 11 
z lL HOME 11 HOM! 
, 
• • HOMI z 25 HOM! 
.. HOM! , A • 10 11 CONTI NUIO IN TRACI l 
' • CONTINUED IN TUC! 3 4 23 HOMI 
6 2 5 9 
CONTINUED IN TRACI! 2 CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
7 HOME 6 2 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 
8 CONTINUED IN TRACE l 
7 l 
9 CONTINUED IN TUC! 3 CONTINUED IN TRACE l 
10 13 HOME 8 CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
11 CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 9 CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
12 10 10 CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
CONTrNUED IN TRACE 10 
11 CONTINUED IN TRACE 1 
13 CONHNUEI) IN TRACE 10 
12 2 
14 5 CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 
CONTINUEO IN TRACE 5 
13 10 
15 HOME CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
16 15 14 5 
CONTINUED IN TUC! u CONTlNUED IN TRACE 5 
17 3 15 4 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 CONTINUED IN TRACE 4 
18 25 11 16 15 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 CONTINUED IN TRACE 15 
19 9 l'I' 3 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 CONTINUED IN TOCE 3 
20 8 18 HOfCE 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
19 9 
21 11 CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 
20 8 
22 21 CONTINUED lt,j TRACE , 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 21 
22 HOME 
23 4 
CONTINUED IN TUCE 4 23 CONTINUED IN TRACE 4 
24 23 24 23 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 23 CONTINUED IN UACE 4 
25 CONTINUED IN TRACE 11 25 CONTINUED IN TRACE z 
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Program BUILD TRIPTABLE (BLDT'l') Output 
Table XII shows the upper triangular matrix trip table output of 
the BLDTT program. The matr:l.x was assumed to be symmetrical in the 
loading procedure employE!d by the LDSPWB program. The diagonal entries 
of the matrix represent the total swnmation of trips for each node. The 
link distance and predicted trip volumes are given as the off diagonal 
entries in the matrix. 
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TABLE XII 
OUTPUT LISTING OF PROGRAM (BLDTT) 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
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Table XIII shows the standard BPR format output for the trip volume 
loaded 25 node spiderweb network. The output is interpreted as follows: 
the link connecting nodes 1 and~ is 8 miles \ong and has a volume of 
76 ,.3.'.3.3 trips/day; 'the link connecting nQdes 1 and 7 is 15 miles long and 
has a volume of 9,202 trips/day,· etc. The desig'1, speed for each link is 
60 mph. 
TABLE XIII 
OUTPUT LISTING OF PROGRAM (FMTSPLD) 
~Cf_.A_DfSt!U~?Ll.~LflLz..!:!!.ll__l~-LEG-C!lf __ 1._ __ LfG-IH~---l--LfG_!tJ!EE-l ___ LftL~!l!IS--1---1fG_flYE--l..-LEG_S.ll---1..~fG_S.fl!!.!I~ 
.l!O.al.Slli.fLC!ll.!:l!:!-l'.J::!:l.SI.l_L'J..S.!.ltD2U.SU.JllSI~.O!l:.l.Sll.:lll.SI.ltlll.OilSI.L.OlilH10Dfl.U!..lUS.I!~Q.Cf!SI!_:iJSilll~.lE1.Sil-!llS!l~t!JE1.Hl_:.t ~I 
IJIA.C..l~f!<llflt!iilr?Ll~E.Q.l_l!Jiur.Ll.Se;.E.o!_t.Q11.!~f.LS.£.E.ED1-!LULl.!~flSeff!ll_~DLU~lSefEQl_Yil!.U~flS£ff!ll_~J:lLU~!lSe!fJl_Y~~~~!lSe~E2l...Y.C1~~ 
l 0 4 0 Q T 0 15 9 0 23 11 0 lZ 13 0 11 1' 0 9 
!OTJl lOA[i i:.o.o 7,;,331 60.0 9,202 60.0 3,482 60.0 16,622 60.0 111, HO 60.0 21,626 
2 0 fl 0 ~ II 0 26 11 0 n 111 0 25 25 0 16 
lOTAl LOAD 60.0 29,746 60.0 4,126 60.0 484 60. 0 162 60. 0 374 
' 
0 a 0 24 ll 0 ,, zo 0 13 
TOUl lOAO 60,0 348 60 .o 5,438 60.0 2011 
4 c l 0 I! 1S 0 12 23 0 20 
TOTAl LOAD 60.0 T6,333 60.0 338 60.0 180 
' 
0 I 0 23 9 0 17 1" 0 30 
TC,TAL LOlD 60.0 106 60.0 1,Jlotl 60,0 100 
6 0 z 0 5 
TOUl lOlD 60,0 28,746 
7 0 1 0 l~ 'I 0 20 1l 0 1S 15 0 u 
lCUL lOAO 60,0 9,201 60,0 l't6 60.0 238 60,0 620 
' 
0 3 0 24 5 0 23 9 0 31 12 0 21 14 0 2T 19 0 u 20 0 14 
TOTJl l!!Af: 60,0 - Jo t-,.o 106 60.0 506 60,0 184 60,0 34 60.0 102 60.0 196 
• 0 l 0 23 
,. 0 lT 
' 
0 20 ti 0 3l 10 0 lt ll 0 l6 u 0 13 l9 0 IT 
TOTA\ tOlO 60,0 3,lo8l 60,0 1,348 ,;o,o llo6 60,0 506 60,0 546 60,0 50 60.C 192 60,0 47-lt 
IC 0 9 0 ll 11 .o 9 12 0 27 u 0 6 
TOTAL Hl•J 60.0 546 60,0 1,266 60.0 31o6 60.0 1, 3'16 
: 
II 0 l 0 IZ 2 0 26 10 0 9 21 0 23 25 II 19 
TOT.it. lOA') 60.0 16,62? t.0,0 4,126 60.0 t, 266 60, 0 796 60,0 1120 
l2 0 z 0 21 a o· _ 21 9 0 26 10 0 2T !'I 0 I" 
TCUl \0-0 60,0 ,.~4 6().0 1114 60.0 50 60. 0 346 60.(1 132 
1! c I 0 II 7 0 IS 9 ·0 13 10 0 6 
lOfAL l()At) 60,0 18, 3ZO 60, O 238 60,0 1'12 60.0 7,396 
l·fo 0 5 0 ,o a 0 17 19 0 n 20 0 zo 
TOTAL lOAO 60.0 IM 1,0,0 14 60,0 , 60,0 50 
15 e I 0 .. .. 0 l2 
' 
0 13 16 0 9 
TOTAi lOAO f.D,O 21 i"62/. 60 .o 338 60,0 620 60.0 3.998 
1·6 0 IS 0 'I 
tCUl ll'!AD 60.0 3,998 
1-', 
'""' 0\ 
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10 0 
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.?1 0 
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2! .C 
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24 0 
TOUL LOAD 
Z5 0 
TOf&l I.DAD 
3 0 It 
60.0 S,43~ 
2 0 
60.0 
2S 21 0 
162 60. 0 
17 22 0 
lt2 60.0 
19 25 0 14 
36 60.0 31t0 
9 0 
60.0 
15 9 0 17 12 0 lit lit O 
102 60.0 476 60.0 132 60,0 
, o 13 e o 14 14 o 
60,0 20~ 60.0 196 60,0 
20 
so 
n 
4 
11 0 · 23 11 0 17 22 0 
42 60.0 
24 23 0 9 25 0 
60.0 796 60.0 106 60.0 210 60.0 
U O &o.o 19 21 0 21t 24 0 36 60.0 106 60.0 11' 16 
4 0 20 21 0 9 24 0 17 
60.0 780 60.0 210 60.~ 166 
22 I) 
60,0 
17 U O ll 
16 60.0 1(16 
2 0 16 ll D 19 18 0 14 21 0 
60.0 374 60.0 820 60.0 340 60.0 
17 
94 
17 
94 
SU!HOTAL FOlt LOA02. NU~8ER OF ll~KS • 49 TOTAL OISTAMCE • 835 '!llES. AVE LIN~ LENGTH• 11· 111. TOTAL V'JLUME • 107,251 
TOTIL L~AO AVE VOi. PER LIN~• 4,311 Vf~!CLE HILES• .1966,869 VEHICLE HOURS • 33,114 AVERAG: SPEED • 60 .• 0 •DH 
,_TSPLO 107/31/691 COHPtere 
J-l. 
J-l. 
-..} 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE ROAD US~R COST DATA 
1:1.9 ·, 
TABLE XIV 
ROAD USER COSTS FOR PASSENGER CARS IN RURAL AREAS 
TANGENT 2-LANE HIGHWAYS 
Pavement in Good Condition 
User Costs, Cents Per Vehicle Mile for: 
Free Operation 
g 
lll .. 
:;:; 
.!'! .., 
" " .i..,.~ 
.l .. 
·~1= .. ~ -2] > ti~ 'ii ! -~ ~' .s.: !l " '33 ~ ... 8.~ E E •" "."' 
' 
0 &lo e::; 8 8 ~~ ii: :r. e CIC.J ::II ii: A 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
32 0-3 1.85 0.21 0.15 1.20 1.50 4.91 4,84 0 9.75 
3-5 1.92 0.24 0.15 1.20 1.50 5.31 4.84 0 9.85 
5-7 2.01 0.31 0.15 1.20 1.50 5,17 4.84 0 10.01 
7-9 2.23 0.42 0.15 1.20 1.50 5.50 4.84 0 10.34 
36 0-3 1.91 0.26 0.15 1.20 1.50 5.02 4.31 0 9.33 
3-5 2.00 0.30 0.15 1.20 1.50 5.15 4.31 0 9.46 
5-7 2.10 0.39 0.15 1.20 1.50 5.34 4.31 0 9.65 
7-9 2.34 0.52 0.15 1.20 1.50 5.71 4.31 0 10.02 
40 0-3 2.00 0.32 0.18 1.20 1.50 5.20 3.88 0 9.08 
3-5 2.10 0.37 0.18 1.20 1.50 5.35 3.88 0 9.23 
5-7 2.22 0.48 0.18 1.20 1.50 5.58 3.88 0 9.46 
7.9 2.53 0.64 0.18 1.20 1.50 6.05 3.88 0 9.93 
44 · 0-3 2.11 0.40 0.21 1.20 1.50 5.42 3.52 0 8.94 
3-5 2.23 0.46 0.21 1.20 1.50 5.60 3,52 0 9.12 
5.7 2.39 0.60 0.21 1.20 1.50 5.90 3.52 0 9.42 
7-9 2.75 0.80 0.21 1.2p 1.50 6.46 3.52 0 9.98 
48 0-3 2.27 0.50 0.24 1.~0 1.60 5.71 3.23 0 8.94 
3-6 2.42 0.58 0.24 1.:w 1.50 5.94 3.23 0 9.17 
5-7 2.62 0.75 0.24 1.20 1.50 6.31 3.23 0 9.54 
7.9 3.11 1.00 0.24 1.20 1.50 7.05 3.23 ~ 10.28 
52 0-3 2.51 0.63 0.28 1.20 1.50 6.12 2.98 0 9.10 
3-6 2.71 0.72 0.28 1.20 1.50 6.41 2.98 0 9.39 
5-7 2.98 0.95 0.28 1.20 1.50 6.91 2.98 0 9.89 
7-9 3.65 1.26 0.28 1.20 1.50 '7.89 2.98 0 10.87 
56 0-3 2.91 0.75 0.37 1.20 1.50 6.73 2.77 0 9.50 
3-5 3.18 0.86 0.37 1.20 1,50 7.11 2.77 0 9.SS 
5-7 3.60 1.12 0.37 1.20 1.50 7.79 2.77 0 lOM 
60 0-3 3.65 0.84 0.52 1-~~ 1.50 7.71 2.58 0 10..29 
3-6 4.05 0.97 0.52 1.20 1.60 8.24 2,58 0 10.s: 
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TABLE XIV (Continued) 
TANGENT DlVIDl~O HIGHWAYS 
Pavement in Good Condition 
User Costs, Cents Per Vehicle Mile for: 
----
Free Operation 
c: 
.9 
!>II ... "d .. 
" 
c: 
.J..,.~ -~ j.:J .. ·;;'!$ II ~]> :s ii " ,lJ ,: !.a "'5,0 "il t:~ Q, E 
" Q, ... ~' c;: ~ c., .. h §•5 "H ci:u.iE C,Q 0 )l c,: Q 11)0,;,) t=: t.) t) t-<I.> 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
-----~·· 
-10 0-3 2.00 0.28 0.18 1.20 1.50 5.16 3.88 0 9.04 
3-5 2.10 0.33 0.18 1.20 1.50 5.31 3.88 0 9.1!, 
5-7 2.22 0.42 0.18 1.20 1.50 5.52 3.88 0 !).40 
7-9 2.53 0.57 0.18 1.20 1.50 5.98 3.88 0 9.86 
44 0-3 2.09 0.34 0.21 1.20 1.50 5.34 3.52 0 8.86 
3-5 2.22 0.39 0.21 1.20 1.50 5.52 3.52 0 9.04 
5-7 2.35 0.51 0.21 1.20 1.50 5.77 3.52 0 9.29 
7-9 2.71 0.68 0.21 1.20 1.50 6.30 3.52 0 !l.82 
48 0-3 2.21 0.41 0.24 1.20 1.50 5.66 3.23 0 8.79 
3-5 2.35 0.47 0.24 1.20 1.50 5.76 3.23 0 8.99 
5-7 2.53 0.61 0.24 1.20 1.50 6.08 3.23 0 9.31 
7-9 2.95 0.81 0.24 1.20 1.60 6.70 3.23 0 9.93 
52 0-3 2.34 0.47 0.29 1.20 1.50 5.80 2.!J8 (: 8.78 
., -u•.> 2.50 0.54 0.29 1.20 1.50 6.03 2.98 i) 9.01 
5-7 2.72 0.71 0.29 1.20 1.50 6.42 2.98 0 9.40 
7-9 3.21 0.95 0.29 1.20 1.50 7.15 2.98 0 10.13 
56 0-3 2.51 0.54 0.37 1.20 1.50 6.12 2.77 0 8.89 
3-5 2.71 0.62 0.37 1.20 1.50 6.40 2.77 0 9.17 
5-7 2.99 0.80 0.37 1.20 1.60 6.86 2.77 0 9.63 
7-9 3.58 1.07 0.37 1.20 1.60 7.72 2.77 0 lo.49 
60 0-3 2.73 0.56 0.52 1.20 1.50 6.51 2.58 0 9.09 
3-5 2.97 0.64 0.52 1.20 1.50 6.83 2.58 0 9.41 
1 
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